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C H A P T E R 1 
ON THE PERCEPTION OF WORDS 
INTRODUCTION 
The present thesis arose from a research project, 
which was itself part of a more general research pro-
gramme in reading processes. The ultimate aim of this 
challenging programme, carried out at the Institute for 
Perception Research (IPO) in Eindhoven is to understand 
the visual processes in (normal) reading. 
In order to explain the place of the present study in 
visual reading research, we set out with some general 
comments on the goals of the psychology of reading. 
What is reading? 
Huey (1908) presented the view that reading is exter-
nally steered thinking. Gibson and Levin (1975) proposed 
that reading was the extraction of information from a 
text. Essentially, both definitions have a lot in common 
and emphasize several processes involved in the cogni-
tive act of reading. 
In normal reading the eyes move alternately by quick 
jumps (saccades, 20-40 ms) and eye fixation pauses (150-
500 ma) along the lines. Only during the fixation pauses 
is there an intake of visual information. Given this ex-
perimental evidence, the research programme at the IPO 
can be more or less partitioned into three branches of 
investigation: 
1) motor processes, such as the control of eye movements; 
2) processing of information obtained during one eye 
fixation; 
3) integration of information from successive eye fixa-
tions. 
Our main interest concerns the visual information that 
is picked up from a text in a single eye pause, its pro-
cessing and recognition (branch 2). 
In reading, many factors of differing quality have to 
be considered, e.g. optical, visual, psychological and 
linguistic factors. Therefore, a further restriction was 
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made to those factors that are mainly perceptual for a 
research objective. The topic for our investigation was 
single word recognition. 
Having chosen this topic, a first major difficulty 
arises in the question: has single word recognition any-
thing to do with reading? In order to answer such a 
thorny question in an appeasing way much research is ne-
cessary. On the one hand the processes used in reading 
as well as in word recognition must be understood. Then, 
one must be able to formulate the right and decisive 
questions on the relationship between these two. Some 
people argue that word recognition is an interesting sub-
ject for research in its own right (Gibson and Levin, 
1975), others do not dispute the relationship between 
word recognition and reading. 
Because we do not yet have a definite point of view 
with respect to this relationship, we shall return now 
and then to the theme. Our aim is to understand visual 
reading processes, so the methods used for research ought 
to reflect some subordinate aspects of that reading pro-
cess. If such a relationship between word recognition and 
reading is missing, valuable and valid generalizations 
for the reading process cannot be made. 
In our opinion it seems appropriate to study all the 
factors that play a part. Obviously, normal text dis-
tinguishes the words as visual units. Moreover, education 
is based on the learning of individual words and makes 
these words such over-familiar entities on the way to the 
adult's being able to read fluently that word recognition 
should somehow be related to reading. 
The real contributions of the several factors that af-
fect word recognition in normal reading behaviour can be 
examined afterwards, with sufficiently sophisticated 
equipment in a task more closely resembling normal read-
ing. 
HISTORICAL SURVEY 
Early research 
Reading research has a long history. In the last part 
of the previous century, various investigators supplied 
important material on the subject. The 20th century at 
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first showed a decreasing interest, but nowadays one can 
find some kind of revival. Despite these many years of 
careful and dedicated research, a contemporary researcher, 
U. Neisser, arrives at the assertion: 
"few topics have generated so much heat as word re-
cognition and nevertheless there has been no 'clo-
sure' , no general accepted statement" 
(Neisser, 1967, p. 105) 
We shall here review the literature relevant to our topic 
and allege links with existing recognition models. Expe-
rimental evidence that supports the notion of global at-
tributes as contributory factors for recognition is pre-
sented. These experiments are contrasted to those in 
which parts of the word are the determiners. This duality 
(global vs analytic) is most prominently shown by the 
former investigators. What follows is a chronological 
presentation of the facts and, now and then, we indicate 
how the results have to be interpreted against a back-
ground of recent research. 
The emphasis on certain letters as cues for recogni-
tion does not automatically conduce to an analytical view 
of word recognition. When the location of these distin-
guishing letters or letter parts is of interest, such a 
position cue conveys in itself a global property of the 
word. 
All handbooks consulted start with the findings of 
Cattell in 1885 that words are recognized as quickly as, 
or faster than, single letters. They interpreted this re-
sult as evidence for recognition in word wholes. Later, 
the investigators tried to measure the perceptual span 
for unconnected and connected letters and words for va-
rious conditions. The meaning of the presented material 
greatly influenced the· span. These early investigators 
also studied the processes involved in the act of recog-
nition. They all shared the notion that word recognition 
is not a letter-by-letter process (see Huey, 1908). 
We present below a survey of experiments and their in-
terpretation by some important early investigators. 
Pillsbury (1897) studied the recognition process by pre-
senting words mutilated by (1) omitting, (2) substituting, 
or (3) blurring a letter. Omissions were noticed in 40% 
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of the total cases, substitutions in 22% and blurs in 14%. 
From these experiments he concluded that two factors in 
recognition were at once apparent: 1) the length of the 
word, and 2)the position and character of the separate 
letters. These he called the objective factors and he 
distinguished them from the subjective factors: effects 
of previous experience. The subjective factors were re-
sponsible for overlooking misprints. 
Pillsbury was aware of some difficulties in his theo-
retical interpretation. On the one hand, objective fac-
tors such as word length take care what word will be 
read, i.e. if the perceived length is not the same as 
that of the evoked word, that word will be rejected. On 
the other hand, word length has no influence at all, be-
cause deletions of letters were so often unnoticed. When 
the visual information predominates, Pillsbury has shown 
the importance of a global attribute such as word length. 
To cover all the experiments, he concluded that word 
length aids in calling up a word and that, secondly, this 
word works back on the separate letters perceived. 
These findings accord to modern insights of reading for 
meaning. Not only visual factors influence recognition, 
but also linguistic factors. The context usually supplies 
additional information, i.e. reduces the uncertainty, be-
cause of expectation and of knowledge of constraints 
built into the language. Thus, the reader needs less vi-
sual information and misprints are easily overlooked. 
Erdmann and Dodge (1898) are the investigators who argue 
most strongly in favour of recognition in word wholes. 
Their evidence was obtained from experiments in which it 
was possible to recognize words under circumstances that 
did not allow the recognition of the single letters of 
that word. They achieved such a situation by presenting 
the words (1) at a long reading distance, (2) in the ec-
centric visual field, and (3) with letters too small for 
single identification. 
They used what we would call Gestalt-llke arguments 
stating that not the constituent parts but the familiar 
total arrangement make the word recognizable. 
The next important contributor was Messmer (1904) who 
stressed the total character of words, but also assessed 
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the influence of certain dominant letters. His analysis 
of the total character of words goes back to aspects of 
its component letters: 1) breadth horizontally, 2) height 
vertically, and 3) geometrical form. The breadth disap-
pears in the horizontal«arrangement of the word. The 
height emphasizes ascending and descending extensions re-
lative to the body of the word. The geometrical form de-
termines the characteristic total appearance, resulting 
from the slenderness, roundness or obliqueness of the 
letters. His own view concerning word shape: 
"Das Wortbild besteht seinem optischen Gesamtcha-
racter nach, aus einem schwarzen Streifen von re-
lativ abschätzbarer Länge, über den einzelne 
rhytmizierende Gipfel dominieren und der seinem 
Hauptcharacter nach aus senkrechten Strichen be-
steht, deren Starrheit durch mehr oder weniger 
häufige Zeichen von gebogener Form belebt wird" 
(p. 225). 
Messmer distinguished two types of readers: 1) an objec-
tive type, who recognizes dominant letters, reads a small 
amount in a glance and makes few errors, 2) a subjective 
type with wandering attention, who reads more in a glance 
and makes more errors. 
Huey (1908) has written a most valuable book on reading, 
as witness the frequent quotations in the literature and 
especially throughout this thesis. Huey raised many pro-
blems and his views on reading processes are still up-to-
date. The book presents much experimental evidence, views 
of various former investigators as well as Huey's own in-
terpretations. 
First of all he concludes that we must allow for consi-
derable variety in the reading process, not merely for in-
dividuals but also for' occasions and purposes. He also 
was aware of the fact that perceiving is an act. 
"Various experiences and associations have been 
woven in with the appearance of the various 
word-forms, differing from reader to reader. 
These determine in part what will stand out 
most prominently in any given word. They bring 
out now the general outline of the total word-
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form, now this or that dominant letter or com-
plex, now the word-length, etc., as one or the 
other of these may have formed the basis of 
our individual experiences with the given word" 
(p. 103-104) 
The cues are probably not given in a fixed spatial ar-
rangement: they 'hover' and become 'anchored' as the re-
cognition is completed from within. 
In Huey's view we can taste the modern feature analy-
tical approach. Certain properties are detected by the 
visual system and an integration of available visual in-
formation with the stored knowledge of words achieves the 
recognition process. 
Which are these cues that set off word recognition? 
The controversy between dominant parts or total forms is 
explained by Huey by two levels of processing. Both let-
ter and word recognition processes operate at the same 
time. The predisposition of the reader determines which 
process is given preference. With familiar words the 
letter recognitions are only checked in their inclpiency 
when the word has already been recognized, whereas with 
unfamiliar words the letter recognitions may be comple-
ted before the whole word is known. This conforms to mo-
dern theories which state that an increasing reading 
skill allows the reader to process larger units. 
Huey states that word recognition is certainly set off 
by word wholes, but the cues that give rise to it are de-
termined by the circumstances. Sometimes, the various 
parts of the total outline of a word, apart from their 
being letter parts, assist each other as cues to bring 
about word recognition. This is in agreement with our re-
cognition scheme that properties of the word shape func-
tion as triggering attributes for recognition. Huey de-
nies a different apperception act for dominant parts than 
for word wholes in normal reading; these are only arte-
facts introduced by the short exposures and strained at-
tention of the subjects. These conditions have to be con-
sidered seriously, in order to make generalizations about 
a reading situation that are valuable. 
In conclusion, Huey endorses the view of Goldscheider 
and Müller (see next page) that we read by phrases, words 
or letters as may serve our purpose best. This principle 
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is reinstated by Gibson and Levin (1975) who propose 
reading to be an adaptive process characterized by in-
creasing economy and continual reduction of information. 
Miscellaneous 
In the work of Erdmann and Dodge (1898), Huey (1908) 
and Vernon (1931) experiments are reported of Goldschei-
der and Müller, and Zeitler. Their results and views are 
interesting because the Gibson group at Cornell (see Gib-
son and Levin, 1975) at the outset adopted a course based 
on comparable premises. 
The notion of Goldscheider and Müller concerns the 
arousal of the sound of the letters by the determining 
(i.e. dominant) letters and associatively the word sound 
is filled out. In Zeitler1s opinion, the dominating com-
plexes are filled out directly into the visual form. 
Whereas Erdmann and Dodge "erkennen ein optisches simul-
tan Ganzes und ein akustisch-motorisch suksessiv Ganzes", 
both Goldscheider and Müller and Zeitler assert that the 
cues for recognition are the dominant letters or letter 
parts, which are either auditorily or visually associated 
into the whole word. 
Both notions can be traced back in the Gibson hypothe-
sis (Gibson, 1965, 1971) which states that spelling-pat-
terns mediate in the word recognition process. Originally 
a spelling-pattern was defined as a group of letters with 
a specific invariant pronunciation. Past experience de-
termines this letter cluster with a unique pronounceabili-
ty by frequency of experiencing grapheme-phoneme coinci-
dence. Later, this close correspondence between graphemes 
and their pronunciation was abandoned. The benefit in re-
cognizing certain letter sequences was ascribed to the 
rules of orthography. Further on we shall deal in more 
detail with this theory. 
Vernon (1931) also presents a summary of the former li-
terature together with own experimental results. She re-
ports the perceptual span to be independent of sensory 
factors and, therefore, it must be dependent upon central 
nervous processes. Her view upon word recognition reads: 
"The conclusion seems to be that some general form 
or contour is perceived, with certain dominating 
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letters or parts arising out of it, as the 
'figure' rises out of the 'ground'. The ascen-
ding letters seem to play an important part, and 
an alternation of vertical and curved letters 
may also help in structuralizing the form" 
(p. 118) 
Later on a group of investigators became interested in 
the adverse interactions between adjacent letters that 
cause a narrowing perceptual span (Woodworth and Schlos-
berg, 1954). Mackworth (1965) introduced the term "tunnel 
vision" for the phenomenon that letters in the peripheral 
visual field ("noise") impair the recognition of letters 
exposed closer to the fovea or even in the fovea. He 
suggested that the scanning of the visual image is fo-
veally oriented. Bouma (1970) studied the range of the 
interactions between the letters. This lateral masking 
effect or visual interference can be understood by theo-
ries based on inhibitory networks from neurophysiological 
research. Bouma applied this interference hypothesis on 
word recognition experiments. Because of the right visual 
field superiority for recognition of letters from strings, 
he proposed a different spatial extent for the interfe-
rence in the two visual fields (Bouma, 1973). 
Throughout this thesis, this concept of visual inter-
ference is taken for granted. Some criticism is offered 
of Bouma's (1973) suggestion, that the interference has 
a different range in the half-fields. The rather passive 
nature of the interference is emphasized and this simple 
concept is supposed to have a similar effect in both 
half-fields. The proposed modifications are referred to 
other psychological processes. 
Recent research 
Researchers nowadays assume that visual features or 
attributes are extracted from the stimulus and function 
as the cues for recognition. Neurophysiological research 
has furnished cogent evidence for rather simple feature 
detectors in the visual system (Miller et al, 1961; Hu-
bel, 1963). For complex stimuli the theory supposes that 
the visual analysis yields various firing feature detec-
tors. A synthesis of the available attributes in exchange 
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with the language representation in memory provides the 
final response. Eventually, a decision mechanism forms a 
part of the final stage. The models proposed by various 
investigators differ with respect to the stages, active 
or passive mechanisms, and hierarchy of operations. Es-
sential in all theoretical interpretations of the word 
recognition process is the influence of stimulus effects 
and knowledge effects (also referred to as redundancy) 
as contributory factors. 
Reicher (1969) developed a paradigm in order to control 
intraword redundancy in word identification tasks and to 
make inferences about parallel-serial processing. He 
found that words were recognized faster than the letters 
of which they were composed, suggesting that the letters 
in a word context are identified better than single let-
ters and that the first processing stages are done in pa-
rallel. The redundancy operated at the decision stage and 
could not be attributed to a letter interaction at the 
perceptual level.This approach appeared a fruitful start 
to much experimental work. Various researchers contribu-
ted to the subject by comparison of recognition perfor-
mance on words vs pseudo-words vs non-words in a forced 
choice design. 
Wheeler (1970) could not furnish a satisfactory explana-
tion for this superior letter recognition in a meaning-
ful word than for a letter alone (the word superiority 
effect). He suggested that in the case of words there is 
additional information available owing to larger language 
units, viz. letter cluster or whole word features, or as 
we express it, global attributes. However, Massaro (1975) 
presented experiments in which the word superiority ef-
fect disappeared for three-letter words when intraword 
redundancy was adequately controlled. 
Manelis (1975) showed an influence on the meaning of the 
word, recognition scores of words were 7% higher than 
those of pseudo-words. 
Osgood and Hoosain (1974) arrived at the conclusion that 
the word and not the graphemes, morphemes or syllables 
was the characteristic psychollnguistic unit. The word 
has special salience in language perception owing to the 
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meaningfulness of the word as a whole. 
Estes (1975) in reviewing this type of experimenting re-
ferred the different results of various investigators to 
slight differences in method. He stressed the role of 
1) linguistic context, restricting the number of alter-
native responses and thus improving performance, and 2) 
mutual lateral masking effects, impairing letter recog-
nition. Whereas Estes dealt mainly with the influence of 
linguistic context on individual letters, Geoffrion 
(1976) extended this type of reasoning to words. Two fac-
tors were distinguished that impaired word recognition: 
uncertainty owing to discrimination and owing to posi-
tion. The word superiority effect could not be assigned 
to a particular factor. He decided in favour of a two-
stage processing (compare Neisser (1967): preattentive 
vs focal attentive processes). The first stage involves 
isolation of the perceptual unit for analysis and the 
second stage involves detailed processing to identify 
the unit. Lateral masking affects the first stage and 
knowledge of spelling patters etc. the second. 
This branch of research yields recognition effects 
with a word vs non-word paradigm that are not large. Dif-
ferences in recognition performance are always less than 
10%. 
In our opinion, present research has not reached the 
level that allows for detailed model construction. More-
over, it remains a major if not insuperable difficulty 
to generalize from experiments with very restricted voca-
bulary, forced-choice design and brief exposed displays 
to reading of a text. 
Silent reading is so fast that not all words can be 
recognized. Syntax and semantics provide additional in-
formation in such a way that readers need less visual in-
formation to proceed with their task. A proponent of the 
view that comprehensive reading passes by the stage of 
word recognition and that the meaning is directly extrac-
ted from the text, is Smith (1971). He states that fea-
ture information is directly allocated to a certain do-
main in memory. Words are only by-products of this pro-
cess. 
Recently a very elegant way of studying the processes 
in a reading task was presented by McConkie at Cornell 
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(McConkie and Rayner, 1975; Rayner, 1975). The method 
makes use of a display system computer controlled by the 
eye movements of the reader. Thus, various variables 
such as reading window, stimulus pattern in the periphe-
ry can adequately be controlled. Distributions of sac-
cade extent and fixation duration revealed the influence 
of certain stimulus manipulations. They concluded to a 
narrow perceptual span for words.However, word shape in-
formation could be acquired about 2o into the eccentric 
visual field and word length even further, to about 4°. 
Although the equipment, thus far, suffered from mechani-
cal defects which might hamper the validity of the re-
sults, this ingenious method seems a prosperous means 
for investigating processes akin to those in a normal 
reading situation. 
WORD RECOGNITION THEORIES 
In this section we present three specific interpreta-
tions of the word recognition process which closely link 
up with our experiments and which greatly influenced the 
composition of the thesis. These more or less broadly 
oriented theories can be distinguished as (1) active, 
(2) passive, and (3) adaptive, according to the princi-
pal mechanisms and strategies they are based on. 
Active recognition model 
Neisser (1967) presents an active model for the word 
recognition process. Recognition is an active process, 
which must be mediated by relevant features. To recog-
nize is to construct a figurai unit. Two types of units 
are distinguished: 1) properties of stimulation, and 2) 
products of the figurai synthesis. Only units with a 
meaningful interpretation make sense. In this way let-
ters, spelling patterns, as well as whole words can func-
tion as the perceptual unit. If the word functions as a 
unit, this theory nicely accounts for letters which are 
seen without actually being present. Such experimental 
evidence is difficult to explain with both letter and 
spelling pattern recognition theories. 
Neisser's remarks on whollstic strategies reveal a 
striking correspondence with the view of Huey (1908); 
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Huey : 
"Here again it seems that total form is not ap-
perceived separately, but that, in one act of 
projection, the total form and the parts to 
fill it are placed " 
(p. 114) 
In Neisser's words: 
"the whole word is treated in a single act of 
focal attention, rather than a series of these 
acts on the letters" 
(p. H O ) 
Latimer (1972) refined the model by distinguishing crite-
rial and critical features (a subset of the criterial 
features). This restrictive number of features, the cri-
tical set, may suffice for full recognition. The size of 
the subset depends on the task involved and particular 
strategies used by the subject. Furthermore, experience 
may greatly influence the size of this subset. 
Passive recognition model 
Morton (1969) has elaborated a passive model for word 
recognition. Attributes serve as sources of excitation 
for internally stored logogens. A logogen is a counting 
device. When a critical value (the threshold) is exceeded 
a word is made available as response. Factors resulting 
from the knowledge of the language also contribute, 
either by providing semantic attributes or affecting the 
threshold. Available responses leave the logogen system 
via a single channel to the buffer store. 
Quantitative results in the literature on word fre-
quency and number of alternatives are nicely predicted 
by the model. Because of these quantitative aspects, and 
possibly, a straightforward translation into purely phy-
sical networks, the model was adopted as framework for 
the experiments. Unfortunately we aimed too high, as will 
be shown in chapter 3 and 4. Without a more formal word 
recognition model concerning the different contributions 
of the visual attributes, the precise quantitative in-
fluence of bias cannot be assessed either. 
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A major difficulty in the model concerns the non-
applicability to other recognition phenomena than real 
(and well-known!) words, viz. pseudo-words, non-words, 
phrases and sentences. It is also not clear how a logogen 
has to be conceived; it only serves as an arithmetic 
(Morton, personal communication). 
Chapter 4 deals with the word frequency effect and 
enlightens on the validity of Morton's model under spe-
cial circumstances. The assumption that words do not 
contain information about their frequency of occurrence 
in the language is considered in more detail. 
Adaptive recognition model 
The Gibson hypothesis proposes a word recognition 
scheme also based on an information processing approach, 
which can be classified as adaptive and has quite inter-
esting aspects (Gibson, 1965, 1971; Gibson and Levin, 
1975). 
As mentioned earlier, spelling patterns are assumed 
to intervene as recognition units between the stimulus 
and final overt response. Originally a spelling pattern 
was defined in a one-to-one relation with the characte-
ristic pronunciation of a certain letter cluster. As a 
spelling pattern is recognized the corresponding verbal 
unit is produced. Production of a series of such subvo-
cally spoken units results in the same act as when a 
single word is uttered. 
This close correspondence to pronounceability did not 
hold, because congenitally deaf subjects performed equal-
ly well as hearing subjects (Gibson et al, 1970). There-
fore this facilitation for certain letter concatenations 
was ascribed solely to regularity of the orthography, 
which predicts that certain letter sequences are more 
word-like. When recognition by spelling patterns fails, 
the reader may fall back on letter-by-letter inferences. 
This is a very broad view on word recognition, that 
covers much experimental evidence. 
The recently edited book: The psychology of reading 
(Gibson and Levin, 1975) provides the most up-to-date 
point of view and will be epitomized here. 
A word embodies several classes of information: 
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graphie, orthographie, phonetic, semantic and syntactic. 
In other words, the word is considered as a complex of 
features. The writers propose for full recognition that 
all these classes of information are processed, i.e. all 
kinds of features are extracted. Such an unverified 
statement seems rather dull, since the system could easi-
ly be overloaded. Higher in the hierarchy, however, they 
propose filtering mechanisms to get rid of the unneces-
sary information. In that way, recognition becomes a pro-
cess of categorization, assigning the input to a proper 
category. 
In this theory, word recognition is supposed to be a 
mediating process in reading. The transition from isola-
ted words to text, introduces different effects of the 
contributing factors. 
Reading is conceived as an adaptive process. The 
reader shows great flexibility dependent on the task or 
purpose and his fluency with the reading ability. The 
reader extracts information in the most economical way; 
he ignores irrelevant information, processes the largest 
units and the least amount of information. He selects the 
important information. Because all information is extrac-
ted, though with different priorities, the remaining in-
formation constitutes an unsettled problem for the theory. 
Possibly, these features are not encoded and normally dis-
carded. 
Reading is also a continual reduction of information. 
This principle states that the number of alternatives is 
reduced owing to rules, constraints and knowledge of the 
language. 
An important remark concerns the orthographic redun-
dancy. This orthographic redundancy is not merely the 
probability of certain letter sequences as counts of ap-
proximation to the language. Gibson and Levin refer to 
this as correlational redundancy. The orthographic regu-
larity, however, predicts modified letter sequences which 
they call a conditional redundancy, i.e. imposing extra 
constraints on a word as for example: presence of a vowel, 
exclusion of certain letters at the beginning or end of a 
word. The initial difficulties with spelling patterns, 
which could not substantiate the benefit from pronounce-
able strings and which could not account for recognition 
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of letters that were not present in the stimulus, are 
avoided. 
The various contributions of the different feature 
classes, however, remain to be quantized. Without further 
specifications and hierarchy of operations, quantitative 
predictions are not possible. 
The book summarizes many variables that affect word 
perception. Trouble was taken to infer the influence of 
well-known contributory factors in our experiments, par-
ticularly word frequency and individual biases. 
Another adaptive theory deserves attention. LaBerge 
and Samuels (1974) have developed a model for the reading 
process that draws heavily on hierarchical coding, i.e. 
features -*• letters -*• spelling patterns -*• words. The model 
describes the stages involved in transforming written 
patterns into meanings. Much emphasis is laid on the at-
tention mechanism which sits at one side and can be di-
rected to each of the stages. When external stimulation 
occurs, the attention centre receives a signal, but that 
does not always imply a switch of attention. The recogni-
tion process can also pass automatically without atten-
tion. The model is adaptive in the sense that different 
pathways, i.e. alternative routes, can be run off auto-
matically and rapidly. Whatever the process involved, a 
quick scanning of features or a unitizing one, i.e. where 
larger units function as intermediaries, if sufficiently 
practised it is an automatic perceptual process that 
evokes word-meanings. Our matter in dispute regarding 
word recognition and reading thus becomes irrelevant. 
They also proposed features that activate spelling-
patterns and words directly, i.e. a unitizing mechanism. 
These features are the sought global attributes we aimed 
to specify. 
In our terminology a distinction is made between a 
feature and an attribute, which are both stimulus proper-
ties. A neurophysiologically proved detection network 
exists for a feature. Such a mechanism is believed to 
exist for an attribute, but has not yet been discovered. 
An attribute can best be thought of as a complex of fea-
tures. In any case, the exact physiological relation-
ship between the two has still to be specified. 
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METHODS AND PARALIGM 
The method of pursuing research in recognition experi-
ments consists of collecting letters and words which are 
often confused and sorting them into groups. Close in-
spection of these groups may reveal the properties that 
distinguish between classes of stimuli. 
As is emphasized by Gibson in the theory of Perceptual 
Learning (Gibson and Levin, 1975), three important prin-
ciples can be put forward about what is learned: 1) dis-
tinctive features, 2) invariants of events, and 3) both 
superordinate and subordinate structures. 
After many years of trial and error, a reader has at his 
disposal various entwined relationships with the langu-
age. These he can use implicitly. 
Normal text is redundant, therefore reduction of sti-
mulus information is needed to acquire insight into the 
critical attributes for differentiation. Thus, the struc-
ture of relationships between and within certain feature 
classes may be unraveled. The situation of stimulus re-
duction can be arrived at by cutting short exposure dura-
tion, contrast reduction, eccentric presentation or addi-
tion of 'noisy' stimuli. We tried to stay close to the 
reading situation and have chosen eccentric presentation. 
In fact there is now evidence available to support this 
idea concerning the importance of eccentric vision for 
recognition, in the case of attributes such as word 
length and shape (McConkie and Rayner, 1975). Because of 
this eccentric presentation the subject produces a cer-
tain number of incorrect responses. 
A frequently uttered objection to this type of experi-
mentation concerns the inferences which are drawn from 
the incorrect recognitions and brought to bear on correct 
recognitions. Denying this kind of generalization means 
campaigning huge amounts of evidence and theories with 
adequate descriptive value based on many years of re-
search. Moreover, the alternative that correct responses 
are achieved by different mechanisms from the incorrect 
responses seems a quite unattractive hypothesis. 
Our paradigm consists of two types of experiments that 
are compared: studying the recognition of (1) words, and 
(2) strings. Because various processes are hypothesized 
in the act of recognition, we aimed at measuring directly 
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the contribution of a certain visual attribute. Such a 
situation, probably, was arrived at by minimizing ling­
uistic influences and instructing subjects only to re­
port what they had seen of that particular attribute. 
Linguistic influences were minimized by using unpronounce­
able letter strings as stimuli. This experiment yielded 
response distributions for a certain attribute which were 
compared to response distributions obtained from an ordi­
nary word recognition task, pooled with respect to that 
attribute. 
Afterwards, the comparison of the results obtained un­
der the different experimental conditions was scrutinized. 
Thus, arguments were put forward to ensure that the same 
attribute, operating in a similar way was studied in both 
types of experiments. 
A schematic picture of the equipment that was used for 
all experiments is shown in Fig. 1. 
linestepper -
with 
stimulus 
rest field 
with \ 
fixation mark 
half mirror 
subject 
100 ms 
H 
в — 
3 
t i m e 
Fig. 1. Two-channel tachistoscope. The half mirror either 
reflects the rest field or transmits the linestepper 
field with a stimulus. 
The rest field of the two-channel tachistoscope of 30x30 
cm was replaced by the field in which the linestepper 
was placed. The fields were similar and illuminated with 
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white light. The luminance was about 150 cd/m at the 
viewing distance of 57 cm. The exposure duration was 
fixed at 100 ms, shorter than the eye saccade latency. 
The linestepper was an apparatus for transporting a 
long sheet of white drawing paper. On this sheet the sti-
muli were typed with an electric typewriter. Thus, homo-
geneously black letters were obtained. A stimulus ap-
peared in the window of the linestepper. 
The subject placed his head in a chin-forehead rest to 
keep viewing distance constant and to allow for monitor-
ing of his right eye (Fig. 2). 
Fig. 2. The equipment with a subject in the ohin-fore-
head resty ensuring constant viewing distance and moni-
toring subject's eye. 
Before each experimental session the subject was han-
ded a written instruction on the task. After each expo-
sure the experimenter wrote down the response, and shif-
ted the linestepper to a position with a new stimulus. A 
session lasted about half an hour. The subject's right 
eye was video recorded and his voice was audio recorded; 
this enabled the experimenter to check the maintenance 
of fixation and the correctness of his response list. 
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AIMS 
The present experiments were aimed at providing some 
insight into the part played by word length and contour 
in the process of word recognition. 
In the preceding sections of the introduction, various 
models and theories were described to present the state 
of the art and the complexity of the problem. We entered 
the field from a purely visual point of view. Therefore, 
much effort was taken to examine the perception proper of 
certain visual attributes with word-like stimuli. Because 
many theories merely assume or postulate that there are 
features, we emphasized the specification of these attri-
butes. Less attention was paid to the aspects of the 
reader's implicit knowledge of the language. The experi-
ments were controlled for some manifest factors. Effects 
of word frequency, distributional constraints and indi-
viduals were dealt with in more detail. 
Of course, our data cannot be conclusive, neither can 
they fully disprove any particular theory, though quanti-
tative aspects might be useful for word recognition mo-
dels. However, the implications for normal reading seem 
to us as far away as at the outset. A possible outlook 
for research in the future concerns equipment as used by 
McConkie which could verify the influences of various 
attributes as established in a word recognition paradigm, 
for a situation representative for normal reading. Such 
equipment could also determine the precise effect of fac-
tors that contributed as important cues in single word 
recognition tasks. 
Whatever the precise nature of the operations in-
volved in the recognition process, visual attributes 
function as cues between stimulus and response. Our por-
tion of experimental investigation was limited to the 
specification of some global attributes. 
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C H A P T E R 2 
LENGTH PERCEPTION OF LETTER STRINGS 
Vision Research 1976 (in press) 
ABSTRACT 
Part of a general research programme on visual word 
recognition is concerned with stimulus attributes that 
may function as cues. The topic here was perception of 
word length as such. 
Letter strings were tachistoscopically presented. In­
dependent variables were stimulus length and eccentrici­
ty of presentation. Seven subjects reported how many let­
ters they had seen. Correct scores decrease with increas­
ing length. From the fovea outward correct scores de­
crease, but, surprisingly, they reach a plateau for 
ІФІ > 2° 
The length is systematically underestimated: the aver­
age reported length is approximately 85% of stimulus 
length. Evidence is supplied that perceived length is a 
linear function of string length in mm. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Normal reading can be considered as the visual intake 
of language symbols such as letters and words. Only dur-
ing the eye pauses is there an intake of information. 
After the processing by the visual system the language 
symbols have to be further processed by the brain. This 
includes the integration of the visual information and 
the reader's implicit knowledge of the language. 
We are interested in the recognition processes and in 
this study we explore the properties of the visual infor-
mation that operate in these processes. Restricting our-
selves to single words, we try to specify the word pro-
perties relevant to recognition. 
Word recognition 
Around the turn of the century various investigators 
were already interested in how readers recognized the 
words and sentences of a text. One of their conclusions 
was that reading is not a concatenation of the recognized 
individual letters. Sometimes the word is recognized as a 
"whole", sometimes by a few conspicuous letters only. 
Pillsbury (1897) showed that readers often noticed omit-
ted letters in words. He concluded that the length and 
form of the word tended to call up a word directly. The 
word form was taken to include both the outward shape and 
certain internal details, because readers often noticed 
substituted and blurred letters as well. Erdmann and 
Dodge (1898) carried out experiments in which words could 
be recognized at distances or eccentricities at which 
single letters of that word could not be recognized. They 
concluded that words have a general shape by which they 
are recognized. Messmer (1904) and Huey (1908) argue that 
it is not always clear, what the prominent factors are in 
the recognition process: the word as a whole, or dominant 
parts. 
More recent research also assumes that words are recog-
nized through the intermediary of certain attributes or 
features. These attributes can vary from letter parts to 
whole words. However, the precise nature of the attri-
butes, their number and their possible hierarchical or-
dering remain for the most part to be specified (Gibson, 
1965, 1971; Neisser, 1967; Smith, 1971). In the present 
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series of investigations we focus on a few global attri­
butes of words, suggested in the literature. We inquire 
into how these attributes are perceived as such, and how 
they operate in actual word recognition. We are mainly 
interested in attributes such as shape, length and con­
tour. 
Eccentric vision 
In normal reading the eyes jump about 2 or 8 letters 
giving rise to a succession of shifted retinal images. 
The size of the functional (reading) field is larger than 
2° (Bouma, 1970, 1973), indicating that both foveal and 
parafoveal information can be used. In our experiments we 
imitate the retinal image of one eye pause by briefly 
presenting stimuli in the foveal and parafoveal fields. 
In order to select relevant word properties, we use 
reduction of stimulus information. Thus, incorrect res­
ponses (confusions) are produced by the Ss. These confu­
sions have certain attributes in common with the stimulus 
word and we assume that these have contributed to the fi­
nal response word. We have chosen parafoveal presentation 
(|φ| >I o) to stay close to the normal reading situation. 
Unlike foveal vision, parafoveal vision gives rise to 
specific interference effects between adjacent stimuli 
(Woodworth and Schlosberg , 1954). Because of this the 
functional field is much narrower than acuity boundaries 
would allow (Mackworth, 1965). 
In visual tasks performance decreases with increasing 
eccentricity symmetrically round the fixation point. For 
isolated words, however, recognition is better in the 
right visual field (RVF) than in the left (LVF) (Mishkin 
and Forgays, 1952; Bouma, 1973). The decrease of recogni­
tion scores with increasing stimulus length is more pro­
nounced in the LVF than in the RVF (Bouma, 1973). 
Word length 
Nooteboom and Bouma (1968) found that in reading from 
a relatively long distance the averaged responded word 
length was about 10% shorter than the stimulus length 
I (for Ъ ^  5 letters). In exploratory word recognition 
experiments Bouma and van Rens (1970) found that a con­
siderable part of the confusions had the correct length. 
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As to the other confusions, the general tendency was to 
report words shorter than the stimulus. These experiments 
indicate that word length has a characteristic role to 
play in visual word recognition. Both correct and con­
fused word responses rest upon more factors than word 
length alone. On the one hand there are other stimulus 
properties, on the other there are bias effects due to 
implicit knowledge about frequency of usage, distributio­
nal constraints from orthographic rules etc. In an effort 
to rule out these potential contributions we set out by 
using unpronounceable letter strings with which we inves­
tigate the attribute, i.e. word length, as such. We con-
consider the perceived length of strings of identical 
letters and of strings of arbitrarily chosen letters. The 
contribution of perceived word length to word recognition 
will be studied in a subsequent paper (Schiepers, in pre­
paration) . 
Part of the results has been reported in a preliminary 
report (Schiepers, 1974). 
METHODS 
Stimuli 
Using an IBM-72 typewriter, the letter strings without 
spaces were typed on white paper. The letter face was 
Courier-10, in which the height of the short letters is 
1.95 mm and of the extensions 0.75 mm. Letter width va­
ries from 1.4 mm (j) to 2.5 mm (m, w). All letter spa-
cings measured between centres were 2.55 mm. The letter 
strings consisted of concatenated letters x, d, e or ar­
bitrarily chosen letters. The main stimuli had a length 
I of 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 letters. Stimuli of length 1, 2, 8, 
9, 10 were added to smooth possible end effects. 
We define as nominal eccentricity ф
п о ш
 the distance 
from the fixation point to the middle of the nearest let­
ter of a string in degrees of visual angle. Usually, the 
eccentricity φ is measured between fixation point and the 
middle of the stimulus. With a normal typewriter, however, 
it is difficult to realize such a constant eccentricity 
with varying length, for only length-steps of two letters 
would be possible. We therefore chose the simpler solu­
tion of keeping the nominal eccentricity equal. The 
graphs, however, show true or averaged eccentricities. 
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Strings of letters χ were prepared at eccentricities 
Фпот
:
 ± 0°, ± 0.75°, ± 1.75°, ± 2.75°, ± 3.75° where a 
negative sign refers to LVF and a positive to RVF. For 
each eccentricity the distribution of stimuli was for 
1=3, 4, 5, 6, 7 ( n = 1 5 , each) and for 1, 2, 8, 9, 10 
(n = 5, each). However, three times as many stimuli were 
prepared at ф
П 0т
 = ±
 1-75°, for examining possible indi­
vidual and field differences. There were also stimuli 
centred round the fixation point, for Ζ = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 
(η = 24, each) and for 1=1, 2, 8, 9, 10 (n = 8 , each) 
which we shall call "foveal stimuli". Of these the even 
lengths were not symmetrical round the fixation point. 
In those cases they appeared just as often with a longer 
left tail as with a longer right tail. 
Strings of letters d and e were prepared only at ec­
centricities ф
П
от
 =
 - 1·75°. The distribution of stimuli 
over the various lengths was the same as for letters x. 
Strings of arbitrarily chosen letters were also prepared 
at фпот = ± 1.75°. Slightly different numbers of stimuli 
were used. 
For every session, the stimuli were randomized over 
length as well as randomly typed left (φ< 0) and right 
(φ> 0) of the fixation point. 
Presentation 
The stimuli were presented by a two-channel tachis-
toscope. In the blank field of about 30 χ 30 cm, illumi­
nated with white light, luminance - 150 cd/m , a fixation 
point was placed. This field was replaced during 100 ms 
by a similar one in which one letter string was present. 
The limited exposure time takes care that S cannot 
fixate on the stimulus during presentation. S depressed 
a microswitch to initiate a presentation. The viewing 
distance was 57 cm, at which 1 cm (4 letters) correspon­
ded to an angle of Io. Vision was binocular. 
In one session only stimuli of one eccentricity were 
presented. A session took about 30 min. and there were 
no more than two sessions a day. After four training ses­
sions the experiments were started. The order of presen­
tation of eccentricities was randomized among the 
subjects. 
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Subjects 
After a short visual test on acuity and binocular vi­
sion, ten students of the Eindhoven University of Tech­
nology were selected as Ss. Two students were no longer 
available in a subsequent experiment, and one dropped out 
because he did not maintain fixation and moved his eyes 
to the right before depressing the micro-switch. There­
fore, only the data of the other seven Ss have been used. 
Their ages were between 19 and 25, they all had adequate 
vision (foveal acuity 1.25-2) and were right-handed. They 
were naive as to the aim of the experiments. 
Instructions 
Subjects were asked to report after each presentation, 
the number of letters they had seen. In cases of doubt 
two responses were allowed, e.g. 4 or 5. In those cases 
each response category received a score of \. 
RESULTS 
Strings of letters χ 
Fig. 1. Correct length scores ν of letter strings χ aver­
aged over 7 Ss in relation to eccentricity φ. Number of 
stimuli η - 35 (I - 13 2), η - IOS (I - Ζ, 4, 5Λ 7), at 
Фпот - 1-75° three times as much. Symmetrical trend lines 
drawn by hand; 1=6 omitted for reasons of clarity. 
Scores drop from the fovea sidewards3 reaching a plateau 
at about |φ| - 2o. Data symbols have been drawn in the 
centre^ of the horizontal lines, which indicate stimulus 
positions along the eccentricity axis. 
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Averaged scores ν over 7 Ss of correctly reporced 
lengths in relation to eccentricity are given in Fig. 1, 
for 1=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7. We can divide the stimuli into 
two groups: Ъ — 1, 2 with almost maximal performance and 
I > 3 for which the scores decrease from the fixation 
point outwards and become roughly constant for |φ| >, 2°. 
Correct scores decrease with increasing length I. 
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Fig. 2. Histograms of the length responses to strings of 
letters x. Average scores of 7 Ss. Large symbols denote 
stimulus lengths. Number of stimuli η - 315 (I - Z, 43 b3 
6, 7), η = IOS (I = 1, 2, 8, 9, 10). 
Notice the underestimation tendency. 
It is somewhat surprising that the scores do not con­
tinually decrease with eccentricity, as is often the case 
in visual tasks (acuity, contrast). Also there is no 
left-right (L-R) difference, contrary to word perception. 
As to incorrect responses, the general tendency was to­
wards reporting shorter lengths than the stimulus, the 
more so as stimulus length increased. As an example Fig. 
2 gives the distributions of response length m at 
фпот
 =
 ± I.750, averaged over the 7 Ss. The distributions 
do not show significant L-R differences. To describe this 
underestimation in a simple way, we introduce a new para-
, .. . . , , m mean of responded lengths 
relative perceived length λ = -r = —; : : ——• L stimulus length 
Values of λ in relation to eccentricity are depicted 
in Fig. 3. Except in the central area, the relative per-
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Fig'. 3. Relative perceived length λ o/ letters χ in re­
lation to eccentricity ф. Лиerages о/ 7 Ss. Symbols in­
dicate the stimulus length (0 denotes I = 10). Symbol 
position corresponds to the middle of the stimulus. 
Trend lines drawn by hand, λ turns out to be largely in­
dependent of stimulus length I and exhibits a dip at 
about |φ| - 1°. 
ceived length is nearly a constant. 
The relative perceived length λ is not dependent on 
stimulus length for Ζ = 3 and not dependent on eccentri­
city of presentation for |φ nom| > 1°. m Computation of the standard deviation of y, i.e. re­
ported length divided by stimulus length, of the various 
length distributions does not show significant differ­
ences for 1=5 (F-test; Ρ <; .05). This might be an indi­
cation that the length distributions can be conceived as 
samples from the same population. The average standard 
deviation s(y) = 0.13. 
It is concluded that in the parafovea the perceived 
length of letter strings is a linear function of the 
stimulus length: m = λ·Ζ with 
λ = 0.85 ± 0.01 (I
 =
 3 , | ф
п о т
| > 1°, 95% conf. i n t e r v a l ) 
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In the foveal area λ is somewhat higher for the short­
er lengths (I = 5). Just next to the fovea, at 
Фпот
 =
 - 0·75°, λ-values show a distinct dip. Because 
this dip was unexpected, we have carefully looked into 
the data at this eccentricity and found the λ-value re­
liable: 1) the variance of the response distribution was 
comparatively low, 2) for 6 of the 7 Ss the dip was 
clearly present, 3) the randomization had been such that 
the session-number in which stimuli of this eccentricity 
were presented, indeed was evenly distributed over the 
Ss, excluding a practice effect. Moreover, earlier pilot 
experiments with 3 quite different Ss had also shown a 
clear-cut dip at this eccentricity. 
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Fig. 4. Relative perceived length λ of letters χ as a 
function of stimulus length I for the individual Ss. 
Number of stimuli per data point: 46. 
Fig. 4 represents λ-values of each S as a function of 
stimulus length. Although the reliability of the data is 
limited (only 45 responses per data point) the principal 
conclusions about λ can be maintained. Ss differ in the 
value of λ. The main deviation concerns 1=3 and Ss JK 
and WR. JK has decreasing λ-values with increasing sti­
mulus length while WR shows the reverse trend. Ss do not 
show significant L-R differences. The one S who did not 
show a dip at ф
п о т
 = ± 0.75O was the only female MA. 
After the experiment was run, each S was once more 
presented with the stimuli of the first session. Again, 
the results were a constant λ for I > 3 and no L-R dif-
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ferences. Four Ss showed a consistent performance but 
three Ss showed lower λ-values (of about 0.75). (This con­
cerned about 15% of the stimuli in the main experiment). 
After each session Ss were asked to describe the stra­
tegies they had followed in their judgements. They all re­
ported that in larger strings most letters were indis­
tinguishable from each other. They saw a "gray stripe" of 
which they estimated the length. Up to 4 or 5 letters 
they thought that they were able to distinguish all let­
ters separately, both in foveal and in parafoveal vision. 
Other letter strings 
Strings consisting of letters d and e showed results 
comparable to those with letters x. The general tendency 
again is systematic underestimation, without left-right 
field differences. 
For both letters at ф
п о т
 = ± 1.75° we obtained: 
AJ = λ =0.78 + 0.01 (Z-2.3, 95% conf. interval) d e — 
Surprisingly there is no difference between letters d and 
e within quite narrow limits. The experiments with d and 
e were carried out with four Ss on the same day and with 
the other three within a few days. The λ-values are some­
what lower than for letters x, which might be due to cri­
terion differences developing over time. 
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Fig. 5. Length distributions of the responses to strings 
of arbitrarily chosen letters. Scores averaged over 7 Ss 
and left and right visual field. Number of stimuli: 
η = 105 (I = 5), η = 140 (I = 4, 5), η = 175 (I - 6,7). 
See also Fig. 2. 
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The responses for strings of arbitrarily chosen let­
ters have length distributions that resemble those of 
identical letters. Results for 3 £ I = 7 are given in 
Fig. 5; LVF and RVF scores have been averaged, there be­
ing no significant differences. The other lengths I < 3 
and I > 7 gave similar results. At <J>
n0m
 = ±
 1-75° we ob­
tained for the relative perceived length: 
λ = 0.87 ± 0.02 (I => 3, 95% conf. interval). It would 
seem, therefore, that the extensions of the letters do 
not have a noticeable influence on length perception. 
Different letter face and spacing 
In order to investigate the underlying (judging) me­
chanism of length perception, we made a direct compari­
son between two letter faces: Courier-10 and Bold-Face. 
In these letter faces the letters have the same height 
but the spacing is different. Courier-10 has a constant 
letter spacing of 2.55 mm, while Bold-Face has a so-
called "graphical spacing". This means that its spacing 
width is variable, being 2, 3, 4, or 5 units per letter, 
where each unit is 0.706 mm. Because of the great varie­
ty of individual letter widths the letters are not pro­
perly linked up in a Courier string. In a Bold-Face 
string, however, the graphical spacing provides an 
equable concatenation of letters. Fig. 6 shows a few 
examples. 
b e t 
f l n f 
v n a i 
t l o t f e 
k n l r o h 
l n e f t c v 
dsveuox 
mcrvenw 
C o u r i e r - 1 0 
bet 
flnf 
vnai 
tlotfe 
knlroh 
lneftcv 
dsveuox 
mcrvenw 
Bold-Face 
Fig. 6. Examples of letter strings in Courier-10 and 
Bold-Face. Courier-10 has a constant letter width, where­
as in Bold-Face various letters have different widths. 
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In an exploratory experiment strings of arbitrarily 
chosen letters were presented in Courier-10 as well as 
in Bold-Face at an eccentricity ф
п о т
 = ± 2.75°. Presen­
tation and instructions remained the same as earlier. 
Four members of our Institute served as Ss. 
The plot of the averaged responded length m is depic­
ted in Fig. 7 as a function of string length in mm. We 
corrected for the fact that the width of a letter is 
slightly smaller than a spacing unit. This correction 
amounted to 0.5 mm for Courier-10 and 0.1 mm for Bold-
Face. 
- - — - · ' •'-Τ · «• • ι • 
_«" 
J * 
« · * ' 
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1 
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M i Faca 
С м г tor 
. . . . ι . 
Δ 
ì Α 
•ляп 
ο 
Δ 
• 
Α 
Fig. 7. Mean of reported lengths m in number of letters^ 
in relation to stimulus length in mm for two letter fa­
ces. Averaged scores of four Ss and eccentricities 
$nom = t 2'75°-
It appears in particular from the Bold-Face data that 
the perceived length of letter strings is linearly rela­
ted to physical length (in mm). Moreover, data of the two 
faces coincide for lengths smaller than 15 mm. If we 
would plot the Bold-Face data as a function of string 
length in numbers of letters, three different lengths in 
mm are brought in a vertical line, thus increasing the 
variance. Therefore it seems that Ss used a physical 
string length as a base for their length perception. 
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DISCUSSION 
So far we have examined the length perception of di­
verse letter strings. From a visual point of view it is 
remarkable that the correct scores do not continue to de­
crease with increasing eccentricity. As is normal in vi­
sual tasks, correct scores are symmetrical round the 
fixation point. From a psychological point of view both 
results are remarkable, constant correct scores for lar­
ger eccentricities as well as the absence of a left-
right visual field difference, contrary to what is found 
in word perception. 
We shall now discuss the results on length perception 
and consider their implications for ideas about visual 
interference and word recognition. 
Length perception 
From the experiments on magnitude estimation of line 
length, it can be concluded that a psychophysical func­
tion obtains: 
ψ = k.Ln in which ψ: judged length 
L: stimulus length 
The exponent η is usually about 1, whereas the value 
of к is not discussed (Stevens and Galanter, 1957; Ste­
vens and Guirao, 1963; Teghtsoonian, 1965; Baird, 1970). 
Although we used a different experimental method and pa­
radigm (eccentric presentation, short exposure time and 
reporting number of letters) we also obtained a simple 
linear relation between averaged reported length m and 
stimulus length I: 
m = λ. I 
where λ is a constant of about 0.85 in the parafovea for 
Ζ ^_ 3. The difference in performance between 1=1,2 
and the other stimuli may be caused by different percep­
tual strategies of the Ss. One or two letters can be re­
cognized as separate units, whereas larger numbers of 
letters are rather perceived as "a gray stripe" whose 
length is estimated. 
We would argue that these different perceptual stra­
tegies are responsible for the higher λ-values of 
1 = 1, 2. In foveal vision there are also more details 
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visible than in parafoveal vision. Hence more letters 
can be recognized separately. Because of this, the higher 
foveal λ-values for stimulus lengths 1=3, 4, 5 also 
seem due to increased detail perception. 
The dip in the values of the relative perceived length 
λ at ІФІ = I o Just next to the fovea (Fig. 3) remains un­
clear. A suggestion would be that it is related to the 
transition of detailed foveal vision toward parafoveal 
vision, where length is judged on the base of stripe es­
timation rather than letter counting. 
Comparison of length perception of different letter 
faces supplies additional arguments that length can be 
perceived as such. Averaged responded length is linearly 
related to string length in mm. This might be interpreted 
as if S used an internal length standard, perhaps extrac­
ted from the height/width impression of a stimulus. 
Visual interference 
In eccentric vision an adverse interaction operates 
between adjacent letters, called (visual) interference. 
Evidence of this is that fewer details of embedded stimu­
li can be distinguished, as compared to isolated stimuli 
(Woodworth and Schlosberg, 1954). Although acuity is 
sufficient to distinguish the individual letters, certain­
ly for small eccentricities, this interference effect is 
assumed to disturb the correct perception of letters or 
letter parts. Could this possibly be an explanation for 
the underestimation tendency? For two reasons we do not 
think this an attractive hypothesis. 
Firstly, in word recognition experiments there exists 
a left-right difference, to the advantage of the right 
field, which difference increases with word length. A 
left-right difference in which word length exerts a simi­
lar influence has also been found for the most inward 
letters (nearest to the fovea) of non-word letter strings 
(Bouma, 1973). Our experiments did not show any L-R dif­
ferences. Secondly as Fig. 7 shows, for parafoveal 
strings physical length seems to be the relevant parame­
ter rather than the number of letters. 
How can these results be interpreted in relation to 
word recognition where also an underestimation of word 
length has been reported? (Messmer, 1904). Exploratory 
experiments on parafoveal word recognition by Bouma and 
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van Rens (1970) furnish length distributions of word con­
fusions which (a) show an underestimation tendency (for 
I >. 4) and (b) do not depend both on eccentricity of pre­
sentation and on stimulus length. 
This will be the subject of the subsequent paper. 
CONCLUSIONS 
a. There exists a general tendency to underestimate the 
length I (number of letters) of letter strings. In pa­
rafoveal vision, the averaged perceived length m can 
adequately be described by the linear function: 
m = λ.I, where λ = 0.85 
b. The relative perceived length λ is 
- independent of stimulus length for I = 3, 
- independent of eccentricity of presentation for 
|d>| > 2°. 
At φ I - I o there is a distinct dip in λ-values for 
ι > 3. 
с Performance is better, however, for: 
- stimulus lengths I = 2 in parafoveal vision, 
- stimulus lengths i < 5 in foveal vision. 
This seems mainly due to more details being 
distinguished. 
d. At constant letter height, length perception is li­
nearly related to string length in mm. 
e. The length distributions of the responses do not show 
left-right differences, contrary to word recognition, 
which is better in the right visual field. 
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C H A P T E R 3 
THE CONTRIBUTION OF WORD LENGTH 
Vision Research 1976 (in press) 
ABSTRACT 
The influence of perceived word length in the recogni-
tion of tachistoscopically presented isolated words in 
parafoveal vision has been investigated. A direct compa-
rison has been made between responses obtained from word 
recognition experiments and from length perception expe-
riments on strings derived from those words. 
Both types of response length distributions resemble 
each other, in particular with regard to the confusions, 
clearly showing an underestimation tendency. This indi-
cates that word length operates as a separate cue in the 
recognition process. 
Experiments on elongated and shortened words, also 
show that perceived length directly influences word re-
sponses. 
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INTRODUCTION 
General 
The general aim of this work on visual word recogni­
tion is to specify attributes of the visual configuration 
which function as cues. We have taken the course of first 
examining the perception of a certain attribute in itself 
with unpronounceable letter strings as stimuli. After­
wards we carry out word recognition experiments and ana­
lyse incorrect responses (confusions) as to the presence 
of that particular attribute. Comparison between these 
two types of experiments may furnish evidence on the con­
tribution of word length amidst other attributes. This 
evidence concerns incorrect responses only. In principle 
the generalization to correct recognitions constitutes a 
separate problem. 
It has been long assumed that two types of attributes 
can be distinguished (Messmer, 1904; Huey, 1908): (1) 
letters or letter details, e.g. "dominant letters" and 
(2) global attributes e.g. "word shape". More recently 
Gibson (1965) has proposed spelling patterns as possible 
units mediating word recognition. 
Here we concentrate on word length as a global attri­
bute as already noticed by Pillsbury (1897). Our first 
paper (Schiepers, 1Θ76) was devoted to the length per­
ception of letter strings. We found a general underesti­
mation tendency of approximately 15%. In the present pa­
per we study the contribution of length in the recogni­
tion of actual words. 
Word recognition 
Length of response words differs from perceived length 
as such because of several factors. Firstly there are 
more attributes which can trigger a word response and in 
this indirect way establish its length, particularly be­
cause words are generally highly redundant. Secondly the 
implicit knowledge of the language may influence response 
length because of a number of bias effects brought about 
by context, frequency of usage, number of alternatives 
and individual preferences for certain words. Morton 
(1969, 1970) has elaborated a model for word recognition 
in which a rather passive process of visual analysis 
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yields a number of attributes which are sources of excita­
tion for internal word concepts called logogens. These 
logogens are influenced not only by outside stimulation, 
but also by various types of internal bias. Morton sup­
plies evidence that attributes and bias contribute inde­
pendently to this activation of logogens. If a logogen 
exceeds a certain threshold the word comes available as 
response. Whereas Morton's main interest concerns bias 
effects, we concentrate on the specification of visual 
attributes (see Fig. 1). 
attributes 
ι 
. . Í * 
m » · 
I i i 
I 
I 
. 
internal bias 
word 
concepts 
Fig. 1. Word récognition scheme. 
Perceptual attributes and internal bias are taken to 
contribute independently to the activation of internal 
word concepts. 
Norman and Rumelhart (1970) have developed a model for 
word recognition, which also assumes independence between 
stimulus effects and knowledge effects. 
Eccentric vision 
Since our ultimate aim is to understand visual read-
ing processes, we have chosen an experimental method 
which stays close to the normal reading situation. We use 
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parafoveal presentation, since in normal reading words 
have to be recognized there as well. For example, 
McConkie and Rayner (1975) concluded, in a normal read-
ing task, to a perceptual span of about 4°, as compared 
to a diameter of the fovea of 1° - 20. Besides, parafo-
veal presentation functions as a rather natural means of 
reduction of stimulus information. 
We assume that the more relevant attributes are less 
hampered and do get through in correct and incorrect 
word responses. For correct responses in our experiments, 
we cannot trace what cues gave rise to it, therefore we 
direct our attention to the confusions. If a confusion 
has some attribute in common with the presented word, 
this attribute has probably been perceived and has acted 
as a cue for this incorrect recognition. From a visual 
point of view it is remarkable that there is a clear 
left-right visual field difference; words in the right 
visual field being recognized with more success than in 
the left (Mishkin and Forgays, 1952). This left-right 
difference increases with increasing stimulus length 
(Bouma, 1973; Gill and McKeever, 1974). 
However, in Part 1 (Schiepers, 1976) we found equal 
distributions of length responses to letter strings in 
the left and right visual field. 
In this investigation we shall make a direct compari-
son between word recognition experiments and length per-
ception experiments using visually similar stimuli of 
the same length, at equal eccentricities and for the 
same Ss. 
EXPERIMENTS 
Word stimuli 
The words were 250 well known Dutch nouns with fre-
quency of occurrence in print between 10"^ and 10~3 (Lin-
schoten, 1963). The distribution of words over the vari-
ous stimulus lengths was as follows: 1 = 2, 8, 9, 10 
(n = 10, each), 1 = 3 (n = 30), 1 = 4, 5 (n = 40, each), 
I = 6, 7 (n = 50, each). The words consisted only of 
short and ascending letters in lower case. The number of 
upward extensions, for each length, was equally distri-
buted for the various possibilities. Lengths 1 = 2, 8, 
9, 10 were mainly included to smooth end effects. The 
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words were divided in two equal groups, one group (125 
words) was presented at eccentricities of +_ 1.75°, the 
other at +_ 2.75°. Each word was presented once left and 
once right of fixation. In one session half of the sti-
muli were presented, each word only once. 
Letter string stimuli 
The letter strings were derived from the above words, 
by replacing each letter in a word by a visually similar 
one (i.e. belonging to the same subgroup as defined in 
Bouma, 1971), except m and w. These latter letters were 
not changed, because they are extraordinarily wide in 
normal type writing. The derived letter strings were un-
pronounceable and without meaning. In this way we also 
obtained 2 groups of letter string stimuli; they were 
presented at the same eccentricity as the particular 
word from which they were derived, but in a different 
order. 
Presentation 
As in the experiment of Part 1, the stimuli were typed 
through a carbon ribbon (plastic) on white paper, with an 
IBM-72 typewriter. Letterface was Courier in which the 
height of short letters is 1.95 mm and of ascenders 2.70 
mm. Letter width varies from 1.4 mm (j) to 2.5 mm (m, w); 
letter spacing was 2.55 mm. 
The stimuli were presented in a two channel tachistos-
cope. A blank field of about 30x30 cm, illuminated with 
white light, luminance through the mirror about 150 cd/m2 
contained a fixation mark. This field was replaced during 
100 ms by a congruent field in which one word or letter 
string was present. This 100 ms is below the latency of 
an eye-saccade. 
Viewing distance was 57 cm, at which 1 cm (4 letters) 
corresponds to a viewing angle of Io. Vision was binocu-
lar. With a closed circuit TV the right eye of the S was 
video recorded for checking fixation. 
S depressed a micro-switch to initiate each single pre-
sentation. A tone followed 2 s after the end of presenta-
tion. It was required of S that he gave a response within 
this interval since we are interested in immediate recog-
nition. 
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The letter strings were presented first. As described 
in Part 1, length perception was investigated. The words 
followed; these had to be recognized as words. Both let­
ter strings and words were randomized over stimulus 
lengths and position left or right of fixation. Ss were 
divided in two blocks which got the stimuli presented in 
opposite order (balanced design). 
Subje et8 
The same seven Ss as in Part 1 took part in the expe­
riments (an 8th S dropped out, because he could not main­
tain fixation). Their ages were between 19 - 25 years. 
They all had adequate (corrected) vision (foveal acuity 
1.25-2) and were all right handed. They were not informed 
as to the aim of the experiments. 
Instructions 
STIMULI: Letter strings. 
Ss were asked to report the number of letters they had 
seen. In cases of doubt they were allowed to give two 
responses (e.g. 4 or 5). In those cases each response 
category got a score of i. 
STIMULI: Words. 
Ss were asked to report the word they had recognized.If 
they could not make a word of what they saw, they were 
asked to report the letters they had seen and their po­
sition. Here, too, two responses were allowed in cases 
of doubt. Ss were permitted to respond with: "illegible". 
Responses were also counted as "illegible" if S exceeded 
the answer interval of 2 s or responded with an incom­
plete letter row, i.e. could not determine some letters 
and/or their places. 
Termino logy 
I: stimulus length: number of letters 
φ: eccentricity of presentation 
φ : nominal eccentricity: distance of fixa-
nom 
tion mark to the centre of the nearest 
letter in degrees of visual angle 
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m: reported length 
λ: relative perceived length: = m/Z. 
p: word recognition score, 
index denotes response category 
v: length score, 
index denotes response category 
possible indices: 
w 
conf. 
ill. 
s 
(correct)words 
confused words 
illegible words 
letter strings 
LVF: left visual field 
RVF: right visual field 
RESULTS 
Word scores 
Averaged scores over all seven Ss and nine stimulus 
lengths of correct, confused and illegible word responses 
are given in Fig. 2. Correct scores are higher in the RVF 
than in the LVF as expected. All seven Ss showed such a 
L-R asymmetry. The results are in good agreement with 
those of Bouma (1973, full curves), although he used dif­
ferent Ss and different stimulus lengths (Z = 3, 4, 5, 6). 
The somewhat lower correct scores in our experiment are 
mainly due to the larger stimulus lengths. Dividing our 
data in two classes: 1=3, 4, 5, 6 and I = 7, 8, 9, 10, 
we get correct scores of about 0.25 lower for the longer 
stimuli than for the shorter ones. The fractions of "il­
legible" responses for the longer stimuli were about 0.2 
higher than for the shorter ones. 
The total number of responses was 3547, indicating 
that there were 47 cases in which Ss responded with tv/o 
words. Of these were 1791 (50.5%) correct, 1345 (37.8%) 
incorrect and 411 (11.7%) illegible. The responses "il­
legible" mainly concerned the longer stimuli and the LVF. 
Of the 1345 confusions 1205 (89.6%) were existing Dutch 
words, 133 (9.9%) non-Dutch words or pronounceable letter 
strings and 7 (0.5%) unpronounceable letter strings. 
For the second half of the stimuli, correct scores 
were on the average 0.06 higher than for the first half, 
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so there was some influence of training, either through 
better perception or through an increased acquaintance 
with the words. 
Fig. 2. Scores of correct (white bars), confused (hatched 
bars) and illegible (black bars) word responses
 3 averaged 
over 7 Ss and over stimulus lengths I = 2 - 10 as a func-
tion of eccentricity. The full curves are from Bouma 
(1973). Notice the agreement (Io =¡ 4 letters). 
Length distributions 
Fig. 3 represents the length distributions of both 
length responses of letter strings and word responses of 
words. As in Part 1 for letter strings, there were no 
field differences, so LVF and RVF scores have been aver-
aged. This is not true for words, since correct scores 
are much higher in the RVF. Correct word scores (Pw, 
hatched parts) decrease with increasing stimulus length, 
in the LVF more distinctly than in the RVF, where the 
scores remain roughly constant up to Ζ = 6, Correct 
length scores (v
w
 and v
s
, parts above large symbols) de­
crease with increasing stimulus length; for words also 
this is more pronounced in the LVF. This is in accordance 
with previous findings of Bouma (1973) for words and 
Schiepers (1976) for letter strings. 
The over-estimation tendency for three-letter words 
as found by Bouma and van Rens (1970) is absent here. In 
the data of Bouma (1973) we found the same tendency. Most 
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likely, the composition of stimulus lengths in the list 
is determining, indicating that the addition of "tail" 
stimuli smoothes end-effects. 
Confused word scores increase with both increasing 
stimulus length and increasing eccentricity. They show a 
tendency toward shorter lengths than the stimulus, just 
as letter strings. It is remarkable that the response 
length distributions of letter strings and of word confu­
sions look so similar for all eccentricities and all sti­
mulus lengths. Although word responses of correct length 
(v
w
) are far higher, response words longer than the 
eliciting stimulus have no higher scores than the corres­
ponding letter strings. 
Illegible word scores ( Р І Ц , black parts) also in­
crease with both increasing stimulus length and increas­
ing eccentricity. Apparently insufficient perceptual 
evidence was present to trigger a word response in time. 
Of course, this does not mean that length has not been 
perceived at all. 
In Part 1 we found a linear relation between average 
response length m and stimulus length l: m = λ.I. The 
relative perceived length λ was a constant of about 0.85 
for 2° < |φ| < 6°. Using a similar description for the 
word responses, we get the λ-values of Table 1. 
Class 
Words: all responses 
confusions 
Letter strings 
-2.75° -1.75° +I.750 +2.75° 
0.94 0.97 0.99 0.97 
0.91 0.95 0.95 0.92 
0.89 0.89 0.86 0.89 
m 
-< T) 
0.11 
0.17 
0.13 
Table 1. Relative perceived length λ - m/l3 and standard 
deviation s averaged over 7 Ss and 1=3-7 inai. 
It appears that for words λ is not quite as constant 
as for letter strings, there being small decreases with 
increasing eccentricity and also with increasing stimu­
lus length. Particularly for all word responses, λ ap­
pears to be a less appropriate measure. Since in word 
responses attributes other than length also contribute, 
a higher value of λ is hardly surprising. The illegible 
trials amounted to about 3% at <j>
nom
 = ± 1.75° and about 
8% at ф
п о т
 = ± 2.75° (mainly 1=7). The precise influ-
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Fig. 3. Distributions of length responses to letter 
strings and of word responses to words. Averages of 7 Ss. 
Large symbols indicate stimulus length. Number of stimuli 
for words: η = 35 (1=2, 8, 9, 10), η = 105 (I = 3), 
η = 140 (I = 4, 5), η = 175 (I = 6, 7). For letter 
strings, η values are twice as large, for they have been 
averaged over LVF and RVF. Responses are liable to an un­
derestimation tendency. Illegible scores become high for 
larger stimulus lengths, mainly in the LVF (Fig. 5 of 
Schiepers (1976) is obtained from string distributions 
at ±1.75°). 
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enee of these excluded responses "illegible" cannot be 
assessed. 
For the main stimuli (l = 3 - 7), the length distri­
butions of responses with letter strings have been com­
pared directly to those of confusions in order to exa­
mine possible differences. A non-parametric Kolmogorov-
Smirnov two-sample test was applied (Siegel, 1956). The 
null hypothesis reads: the length distributions are 
equal and can be conceived as samples from the same po­
pulation. The various levels at which it must be rejec­
ted, are given in Table 2. 
A t-test, however, showed that many means differed 
significantly (Table 2). 
The means of the length distributions of confusions at 
the two corresponding eccentricities do not show impor­
tant left-right visual field differences (Table 2, below). 
Because of the underlying assumption about a normal dis­
tribution, the t-test might not be applicable to this 
type of data. Therefore, we searched for a method for 
pooling all responses of one eccentricity. Transforming 
the response classes m to m/Z- yields a common abscissa 
and equates the standard deviations (compare with Schie-
pers, 1976). Thus, length distributions are obtained at 
the 4 eccentricities both for the letter string responses 
and the confusions. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample 
test revealed that the distributions at a certain eccen­
tricity cannot be conceived as samples from the same po­
pulation (P < 0.001) except for those at ф
п о т
 = -2.75° 
(Ρ < 0.10). 
Translating the distribution of confusions so that the 
mean equals that of the corresponding distribution of 
string responses shows non-significant differences for 
all 4 distributions (P < 0.20). In other words, we sup­
pose that the distributions only differ with respect to 
their means. This suggests similar underlying processes 
in perceived lengths of letter strings and incorrectly 
recognized words. 
Length completion 
We work on the assumption that pjerceived length sup­
plies a suitable measure of the attribute word length in 
word recognition. If word length has been incorrectly 
perceived, the response word may nevertheless be correct. 
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String responses vs word confusions 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 
ι 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
-2.75° -1.75° +1.75° +2.75° 
t t 
-
ttt ttt 
t-test 
-2.75° -1.75° +1.75° 
tt 
tt ttt 
tt 
tt tt 
tt ttt 
+2.75° 
tt 
-
-
ttt 
Word 
LVF 
I 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
1 confusions of 
vs RVF(t-test) 
±1.75° ±2.75° 
tt 
t 
Level of significance: 
ttt Ρ = 0.001 
tt Ρ = 0.025 
t Ρ = 0.05 
Ρ = 0.10 
Table 2. Results of the comparison of various length dis­
tributions with the non-parametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
two-sample test and the parametric t-test. 
This correct recognition, then, is due to a number of 
other attributes, which appear to provide sufficient per­
ceptual evidence. The difference in scores between word 
responses of correct lengths (v
w
) and letter string re­
sponses of correct length (v
s
), is a measure of this. 
This difference we shall call the length completion: 
v
c
 = v
w "
 v
s·
 I n
 other words: the length completion re­
flects those correct length responses in which word 
length information has conceivably not been used at all. 
Figure 4 represents completion scores together with 
their maximum values (1 - v
s
). 
An insuperable difficulty exists as to response "ille­
gible"; therefore we have transformed the word distribu­
tions (p
w
 + p
c o n f) to the level 1.0, to obtain a proper 
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Fig. 4. Length completion scores v0 in relation to stimu­
lus length I. Average scores of 7 Ss. Illegible word re­
sponses have been neglected. The ceiling values are also 
depicted (open symbols). Squares denote nominal eccentri­
cities ф
погп
 - 1.75° and circles <\>
nom
 - ±2.75°. 
comparison between words and letter strings. For small 
stimulus lengths the completion v
c
 is almost a maximum; 
and v
c
 decreases with increasing stimulus length. For 
larger lengths in the LVF, length completion is nearly 
zero or even negative (end effect ?). 
As to eccentricity, completion scores are higher close 
to the fovea. Both length and eccentricity effects are to 
be expected on the assumption that the completion is 
higher as more attributes can be perceived, such as in 
central vision. 
A different factor in completion might be effects due 
to internal bias which would favour high-frequency words 
(which are of relatively short length). 
Individual results 
Although Ss differed in their correct scores, they ge­
nerally made the same number of confusions, the illegible 
scores making up for the difference. In Fig. 5 the scat­
ter diagram of the relative perceived length of confu­
sions (λ
οοη
£> and letter strings (λ8) has been depicted 
for the two half fields. 
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Fig. δ. Scatter diagram of the relative perceived length 
of confusions (X
con
f) and of letter strings (\
s
) for the 
7 individual Ss. Scores are averaged over lengths l=Z-7 
and both visual half fields (ф
пот
 = ±1·75° and ±2.75°). 
Correlation coefficient LVF: r = 0.66, RVF: r - 0.42; 
all data together r = 0.40. All Ss exhibit an underesti­
mation tendency (\ < 1). 
At first sight there are no important differences be­
tween Ss. Where there is any difference, Ss who are bet­
ter in length perception of strings demonstrate compar­
able performance in the confusions. All individual 
λ-values are smaller than 1.0, which denotes the under­
estimation tendency in letter strings as well as in 
words. 
ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTS 
In the present section, we mention two additional ex­
periments related to the main theme. Firstly experiments 
have been carried out in which the word length is changed, 
while keeping other stimulus information as constant as 
possible. Secondly we have investigated whether auditory 
presentation of words gives a similar underestimation 
tendency compared to visual presentation. 
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Word mutilation 
From an analytical point of view, the most elegant way 
to investigate the role of a certain attribute is by va-
rying it while keeping other recognition factors equal. 
For the attribute word length, it seems impossible to va-
ry it without affecting other attributes as well, such as 
word shape, letter combinations etc. 
Nevertheless, we have tried to approach this state as 
closely as possible. In normal typewriting only the addi-
tion or omission of letters and spaces can be managed. 
However, addition of spaces disturbs the word as a visual 
unit. This leaves us with adding or omitting one or more 
letters. 
In parafoveal vision the middle of a word is the worst 
perceptible part, liable to maximum interference effects. 
Manipulating this part alone would therefore be the least 
objectionable method. 
If perceived word length is a direct cue in word re-
cognition, it is expected from the general underestima-
tion tendency that adding a letter does not influence re-
cognition so much, since averaged perceived length could 
even come closer to the stimulus word length. On the 
other hand, omitting one letter brings perceived length 
even farther from the stimulus length and would therefore 
disturb recognition heavily. 
In the same experimental set-up as in the word recog-
nition experiments, words and mutilated words were presen-
ted to 6 Ss, who had also participated in the earlier ex-
periments. Dutch nouns of length 4, 5 , 6 , 7 , (n = 20, 
each) all with frequency of occurrence between 40 and 
60.10~6 (Linschoten, 1963), were selected as stimuli. Of 
these original words, 80 stimuli were derived by removing 
one short letter and 80 stimuli by adding one short let-
ter (of the same subgroup as one of its nearest short 
neighbours), always in the middle part of the word. Sti-
muli obtained in this way were mostly pronounceable but 
none existed as a Dutch word. A few examples of the used 
stimuli : 
ber beer beeer 
ziler zilver zilrver 
lettr letter letcter 
seonde seconde seceonde 
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Eccentricity of presentation was ф
П
от
 =
 ±2.75°. Each 
stimulus was presented once left and once right of fixa­
tion. Stimuli were randomized over length; words and mu­
tilated words were randomly mixed. Because stimuli occur 
more than once, be it in different forms (normal and mu­
tilated), stimulus order effects can be expected. To 
counter these effects, we presented the stimuli also in 
opposite order. 
The Ss were informed beforehand that there were also 
stimuli which were not Dutch words, in order not to give 
them a wrong impression. Other instructions remained as 
before. 
Histograms (each η = 120) averaged over the six Ss 
are represented in Fig. 6. In the case of mutilated 
words, hatched parts signify that the original word had 
been recognized. We shall indicate these as "correct" Ъ 
or V responses. "Correct" scores are the same for l+ 
stimuli and for normal words in the LVF and slightly lo­
wer in the RVF. On the other hand, "correct" scores for 
V stimuli are far lower than for normal words, in the 
LVF even to a vanishing level. This is in agreement with 
the above expectations. Also for the mutilated words, 
there is a clear-cut RVF advantage. 
From the confusions it can be seen that average re­
sponse length increases with actual stimulus length. In 
fact the confused response distributions for the same 
stimulus length are quite similar for the l+, normal and 
l~ situations. The relative perceived length λ of the 
confusions was 0.95 for all three stimulus situations. 
This again shows the relevance of stimulus length as an 
attribute for recognition. 
The total distributions for the l~ stimuli are some­
what different in the RVF. 
Responses "illegible" increase with stimulus length 
under all conditions, but for the mutilated words they 
are somewhat higher than for normal words of the same 
length (large symbols). 
This experiment therefore confirms in various respects 
the conclusions drawn from preceding experiments: 
the underestimation tendency is reflected in the high 
I "correct" scores and the low V "correct" scores, 
both confused and illegible responses correspond 
largely to their actual stimulus lengths. 
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The disturbing influences of the mutilation on the 
perception of other attributes cannot quite be neglected, 
as witness the somewhat higher illegible scores for l+ 
and l~ stimuli. Furthermore, distributional constraints 
of the language may have influenced the responses in a 
way which only a formal word recognition model may eluci-
date. For example the relatively low correct scores for 
I = 5 as compared to I = 4 and 1 = 6, which we generally 
find (Figs. 3 and 6), might well be due to such distribu-
tional constraints. For English three-letter words, an 
apparent frequency anomaly can be explained by distribu-
tional constraints (Broadbent and Gregory, 1968; Rumel-
hart and Siple, 1974). 
Auditory presentation 
One can ask whether the underestimation tendency is a 
specific visual effect and, if so, what is its influence 
on word recognition. A possible supposition would be that 
it occurs as a general human inability under impoverished 
perceptual circumstances. This would imply that presenta-
tion of the words in another modality must produce the 
same underestimation effect of the Ss. To test this no-
tion we have presented words auditorily with a fast rate. 
In such a running task there is no opportunity for count-
ing and Ss therefore have to give a quick general esti-
mate ("subitizing", according to Miller, 1956). 
Thus we introduce errors, which may show any prefer-
ences. The same Dutch words in the same order as in the 
main visual experiment were presented through earphones. 
Words were plainly articulated, averaged presentation 
rate was 1.35 words/s. The same six Ss, who participated 
in word mutilation, were asked to write down the number 
of letters forming each word. 
Length distributions averaged over Ss are depicted in 
Fig. 7. Up to I = 5, Ss perform accurately. The results 
do not indicate a special preference, except for the 
longest words (1=9, 10) which show a tendency in fa-
vour of shorter lengths. Standard deviations of the dis-
tributions are about O.IOZ just as in the visual expe-
riment . 
It is concluded that the underestimation tendency is 
not a general effect in all circumstances. Apparently 
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some specifically visual factors are involved. 
- 1 1 -
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Fig'. 7. Histograms of the length responses to auditorily 
presented words. Average scores of six Ss. Large symbols 
denote the number of letters in the stimulus (Dutch 
spelling). Number of stimuli: η = 120 (I - 2, 8, 9, 10 
each), η = 360 (I = Ζ), η - 480 (1=4, S each), η = 600 
(1=6, 7 each). Up to I = 8 the mean of the distribu­
tion is equal to the stimulus length; 1=9, 10 show a 
lower mean. Standard deviations of the distributions are 
about 0.1 I. 
DISCUSSION 
Scrutinizing the contribution of perceived length to 
word recognition 
We assumed that the perceived length of a letter 
string with the same contour as a word, is a measure of 
the attribute length in recognizing that particular word. 
This means that the attribute length in itself, operates 
in the same fashion both in letter strings and words. 
This prediction has been clearly verified from the re­
sponses: 
1. There is a monotonie relation between stimulus length 
and response length. With increasing stimulus length, 
the averaged responded length increases proportional­
ly, both for letter strings and words. 
2. The length distributions of letter strings and of 
confused word responses resemble each other (Figs. 3 
and 6). Both show a tendency toward lengths shorter 
than the stimulus and neither show left-right visual 
field differences. The relative perceived length λ 
supplies an adequate description, but λ is somewhat 
higher for confusions than for letter strings, in par­
ticular for short words. All Ss.behave similarly in 
these aspects. 
3. The "correct" responses to words mutilated in length 
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clearly show the l+ vs V differences expected on the 
basis of the underestimation tendency and the basic 
assumption. 
Length completion 
Length completion has been defined as the difference 
in correct length scores between word responses to word 
stimuli and length responses to letter strings. If the 
categoric length response served as an indispensable cue 
to word recognition, no completion effect could obtain, 
because, apart from responses "illegible", the two 
length distributions involved would have to be equal. 
As Fig. 4 shows such a supposition is not confirmed. 
Therefore we propose that at a certain stimulus length, 
the length distribution from letter strings is identical 
to the length distribution of internally activated word 
concepts. The final decision as to which word will be 
recognized then depends on other perceived attributes 
and on bias effects. Other attributes may lead to word 
responses with correct length also in those cases where 
internal word concepts of length different from the sti­
mulus received more length excitation. 
These other attributes, therefore, furnish the extra 
perceptual evidence which leads to length completion. 
It follows that as stimulus information is reduced, such 
as when eccentricity increases, this additional percep­
tual evidence decreases and consequently, the completion 
decreases as well. Figure 4 shows this effect clearly as 
a difference between eccentricities ф
п о т
 of 1.75° and 
2.75° in both half fields. 
In the LVF length completion decreases with increasing 
stimulus length, starting at Ъ = 4 (results for smaller 
lengths suffer f rom ceiling effects). In the present 
framework this should be interpreted as a decreasing ex­
cess of the available information over the necessary in­
formation (i.e. necessary for a response word with the 
correct length). Evidence for the hypothesis is fur­
nished by the correct word responses (Ρψ) which show a 
decrease with increasing length. In the HVF the influ­
ence of stimulus length on completion is less pro­
nounced, which accords with the small dependence of cor­
rect word responses on stimulus length. In this line of 
reasoning the difference in length completion scores be-
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tween RVF and LVF must be due to the larger contribution 
of the other perceived attributes. 
It turns out to be possible to summarize the influ-
ences of eccentricity, of stimulus length and of visual 
field in one relationship: plotting the relative length 
completion vc/(l - vs) for m = I against correct word 
scores pw, a straight line is obtained (Fig. 8). This 
empirical formula reads: 
v c/U - vs) = Pw (1) 
Substituting 
vc = vw - vs = Pw + Pcönf - vs (2) 
we get: 
m=l 
*conf 
=
 я
 (3) (1 - P
w
) s 
This may be stated in words: the fraction of confused 
word responses with correct length is equal to the frac­
tion of letter string responses of correct length. The 
implication is that all completion comes from correctly 
recognized words. 
Equation (3) can be reformulated as: 
η 
Pm~
 л
 = (1 - Ρ ).v (4) 
conf w s 
This formula can be interpreted thus: if a word is not 
recognized correctly (probability 1 - p^) then correctly 
perceived word length (m = I) contributes equally to 
words as it did to letter strings (probability v
s
) . 
This again explicitly excludes the correct word responses 
from the present analysis. However, the incorrect word 
responses follow perceived string length distributions 
very closely, indicating that word length is an important 
attribute, which plays a part in almost 100% of these 
incorrect responses. 
The substitution (2) may only be applied when р^ц is 
equal to zero or negligible, since v
c
 is based on a total 
score of 1.0 for correct and incorrect responses. However, 
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it appears that correction for the neglection of respon-
ses "illegible" only results in a small displacement 
along the ordinate in Fig. 8. 
Fig. 8. Relative completion scores vc/(l - vs) in rela-
tion to correct word scores pW3 for various lengths and 
eccentricities. Symbols indicate stimulus length. Small 
symbols denote data points with non-negligible influ-
ence of pill· Notice the linear relationship. Correla-
tion coefficient r = 0.87 (large symbols) and with all 
data points r - 0.93. 
Visual interference 
In general, correct word scores are higher in the RVF 
than in the LVF in particular for longer words (See Fig. 
3). For explaining similar results Bouma (1973) proposes 
a different spatial extent of the visual interference in 
words, in the two visual half fields. As mentioned in 
Part 1, we cannot support such a proposal in general, 
for length responses to letter strings do not show any 
L-R difference. Furthermore, correct length scores of 
words tend to be symmetrical round the fixation point. 
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Hence, the other attributes must be responsible for this 
increasing L-R asymmetry with length. One candidate would 
be the most inward letter (closest to the fovea), which 
shows the same type of asymmetrical scores (Bouma, 1973). 
The true nature of this L-R difference, however, has not 
yet been established. 
Bias effects 
Apart from the external stimulus information, word 
responses may also be affected by internal factors, 
which make certain length responses more likely than 
others. Thus, there may be a sequential bias (influence 
of earlier responses on later responses), a frequency 
bias (privileging more frequent words), a distributional 
bias (constraining many responses to existing words). 
Randomization of stimulus order has probably minimized 
sequential bias effects on total responses. 
On account of distributional bias the word responses 
to Ъ = 5 and 6 should be equally distributed over longer 
and shorter words, because in Dutch the top of the word 
distribution is located in this region. Figure 3 shows 
quite different results. 
As to word frequency a certain tendency toward short­
er words might perhaps be expected, since the average 
word frequency increases with shorter word lengths. An 
analysis as to frequency effects revealed a restricted 
influence on confusions only. This result will be dealt 
with elsewhere. 
The auditory experiment suggested that there was no 
universal bias effect leading to underestimation, at 
least foi words smaller than eight letters. 
Both in the literature and in our experiments, the 
confusions have many attributes in common with the sti­
mulus words showing the preponderance of the stimulus 
information. 
Word recognition and reading 
This paper deals with the role of word length in para­
foveal word recognition. Since the goal of our work is to 
understand reading processes, the differences between the 
reading situation and our experimental situation need to 
be discussed. The tachistoscopic presentation of 100 me 
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is probably not much different from eye fixation pauses 
in reading, which are about 200 ms. In normal reading, 
some backward masking may occur. 
McConkie and Rayner (1975) report the perceptual span 
in reading to be relatively narrow, about three or four 
words. Word length information is acquired further into 
the periphery, at least as far as 3° from the centre of 
vision. 
In reading there is, presumably, some visual interac-
tion between adjacent words, which was absent in our 
single word recognition. 
The recognition of words during reading is rather dif-
ferent from the recognition of unrelated words, as in our 
experiments. First of all, units different from single 
words play a part such as morphemes, frequent letter clus-
ters etc. and also like clauses and sentences. The latter 
effects can be expressed as increased bias due to sequen-
tial, syntactic and semantic factors. Thus, less stimulus 
information is needed and the reader will usually concen-
trate on meaning rather than on visual word perception. 
For long it has been assumed that word shape mediates 
the word recognition of adult readers (Huey, 1908; Wil-
liams et al., 1970). One of the components of global word 
shape is word length. Our experiments supply evidence 
that word length does indeed function as a separate cue 
in word recognition. The relative part of word length in 
relation to other perceived attributes has to await the 
development of a more formal word recognition model, va-
lid for stimulus parameters representative for reading. 
CONCLUSIONS 
a) In incorrect word responses, perceived word length es-
sentially contributes as a global attribute. Evidence 
for this is the similar response length distributions 
of letter strings and of confused words, both showing 
equal underestimations, being independent of eccentri-
city. 
b) Strictly speaking, correct word responses cannot be 
analysed as to the contribution of the attribute word 
length. 
c) Higher scores of correct length in words compared to 
letter strings can be attributed to the influence of 
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other perceived word attributes (completion). 
d) Recognition of words mutilated in length shows an im­
portant contribution of word length in all responses. 
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C H A P T E R 4 
WORD FREQUENCY 
INTRODUCTION 
In the preceding chapter some visual aspects of word 
length in word recognition were studied. We adopted Mor-
ton's (1969) model for word recognition as a framework 
for the experiments. The central issue in this model is 
the logogen system. A logogen is a device that counts 
the attributes of incoming information, viz. sensory at-
tributes and semantic attributes stemming from the con-
text system. These logogens make no distinction between 
the sources of incoming information; they merely count. 
A word becomes available as response when a certain 
threshold is exceeded. This proposal concerning the in-
dependent contributions of stimulus information and bias 
effects was used in developing a paradigm (ch. 2, 3) for 
estimating the role of word length proper in recognition, 
while eliminating other linguistic influences as far as 
possible. 
Morton's model is based on acoustic word recognition 
experiments, but is claimed to be valid for visual word 
recognition as well. The main experiment of chapter 3 was 
not developed as quantitative test of the model's validi-
ty for visual word recognition, but to examine word 
length influences. Morton's main interest, however, con-
cerns the bias effects. Here we would like to evaluate 
the data of chapter 3 with respect to possible bias ef-
fects and to scrutinize some of Morton's assumptions. 
Bias in the experiments can be caused by two differ-
ent types of factors: 1) inter-individual variables such 
as individual preferences and expectancies for certain 
words resulting from differences in value systems etc., 
and 2) intra-individual variables, which can be subdivi-
ded into variables related to: 2a) the implicit linguis-
tic knowledge, viz. word frequency, distribution of word 
lengths, syntax and semantics, and 2b) the situation, 
especially perceptual and social context variables. 
As argued in chapter 3, the experimental design was 
probably efficacious in preventing large biases resulting 
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from individual factors (1), distributional constraints 
(2a), and sequential effects (2b). The frequency of oc-
currence, however, constitutes a separate problem be-
cause it is correlated to the length of a word, and de-
serves independent treatment. 
Word frequency 
Word frequency is a relevant factor in visual and audi-
tory word recognition (Rosenzweig and Postman, 1958; 
Broadbent, 1967): high frequency words are more probable 
as responses than low frequency words, other things be-
ing equal. In Morton's model word frequency effects are 
represented as differences in criteria, common words ha-
ving lower thresholds. The word frequency effect, then, 
becomes a pure response bias. This implies that the lo-
gogen system is equally sensitive to the attributes ex-
tracted from either high or low frequency words. That is 
to say that the word itself does not contain information 
about its frequency in the language. Arguments for this 
view are presented by Morton (1968), where several models 
were tested to account for the word frequency effect. 
Morton decided in favour of an information processing 
model with criterion bias in decision as described above, 
and rejected a probabilistic single threshold model. This 
latter model could also sufficiently describe the data, 
if words were supposed to contain information concerning 
their frequency of occurrence. It should be noted, how-
ever, that the arguments obtained from the 1968 data to 
reject this latter guessing model in favour of the crite-
rion bias model are weak at best. 
In this chapter we consider this question, i.e. whe-
ther stimuli do convey frequency information, in more de-
tail. From the data of our main experiment of chapter 3 
we shall analyse the relationship between stimuli and re-
sponses with regard to their frequency class, and try to 
infer whether words carry information about their fre-
quency of occurrence. 
Another aspect of the word frequency is its relation 
to word length. Since in Dutch (and also in other langu-
ages) the average frequency decreases with increasing 
word length, these variables word length and word fre-
quency are easily confused. Morton's model supposes inde-
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pendent contributions brought about by stimulus factors, 
such as word length, and bias effects, such as word fre­
quency. In principle, this theory offers the possibility 
of estimating the different contributions. 
Because of visual factors word length is generally un­
derestimated, incorrect responses having shorter lengths 
than the corresponding stimulus, as has been shown in the 
main study (ch. 2, 3). On the basis of frequency bias a 
tendency in favour of shorter (more frequent) words is 
expected for the incorrect responses. Therefore, these 
two important factors exert a similar effect on the in­
correct responses, and it is worthwile to evaluate their 
contributions. 
In this section we shall investigate the influence of 
word frequency on correct as well as on incorrect respon­
ses . 
RESULTS 
Frequency distributions 
Three frequency intervals were distinguished for the 
analysis: HF (high) with F > Ю - 4 , MF (medium) with 
10-5 < F <^  IO - 4 and LF (low) with F £ IO-5 (frequencies 
were taken from the list of Linschoten, 1963"). The 
scores for the correct responses in the three frequency 
classes are depicted in Fig. 1. Scores at corresponding 
eccentricities have been averaged because bias effects 
for correct responses are not thought to be dependent on 
the field of presentation.This Fig. 1 shows that the fre-
quency influences in our material are, rather unexpected-
ly, small or negligible. 
The frequency distributions for the incorrect respon-
ses for the various lengths and eccentricities are given 
in Fig. 2. These histograms have to be compared with the 
distribution of Dutch words over these frequency classes 
to evaluate word frequency influences. 
* The count of Uit den Boogaart (1975), which was not 
available at the time of our experiment,did not pre-
sent any differences with respect to our material. 
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Fig. 1. Frequency distributions of correct word scores. 
Results cere averages of 7 Ss and equal eccentricities 
in the left and right visual field. Large symbols denote 
stimulus length. Small symbols above are the number of 
stimuli per frequency class. Because of the small number 
of responses in certain classes, the minimal advantage 
of HF words over LF words does not seem reliable. MF 
words do not clearly exhibit scores in between those for 
LF and HF words. 
A recent count of 620.000 words by Uit den Boogaart 
(1975) yields the proportions (averaged over word lengths 
3-7 incl.) in the three frequency classes as given in 
Fig. 2 to the right HF : MF : LF = 0.03 : 0.15 : 0.82. 
The experimental distributions are different; averaged 
over all confusions (I = 3-7) the proportions are 
HF : MF : LF = 0.21 : 0.27 : 0.40 and 0.12 for non-exis­
tent Dutch words. Indeed, HF and MF· words are relatively 
more frequent as incorrect responses. However, it is not 
clear what fraction should be attributed to effects of 
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Fig. 2. Frequency distributions of incorrect word re-
sponses. All confusions to a particular stimulus length 
(symbols below) have been pooled irrespective of their 
lengths. Black parts indicate words non-existent in 
Dutch. Symbols above denote the number of confusions. 
HF words occur more often in the left field; notice3 how-
ever, the relatively high fractions of LF words. The dis-
tributions of Dutch word types of lengths 3-7 incl. is 
shown to the right (Uit den Boogaart3 1975). 
word frequency only and not to perceived visual attri-
butes, because all response lengths to a particular sti-
mulus length have been pooled. The difficulty in dis-
tinguishing the precise share of bias and stimulus infor-
mation remains. 
Bias effects are expected to become more important as 
the stimulus information is reduced. This would imply 
more bias in the left visual field than in the right vi-
sual field and more bias with increasing eccentricity. 
Figure 2 does indeed show the expected left-right differ-
ence, but the increase of HF bias with increasing eccen-
tricity is noticeably absent. 
So far we have considered only marginal influences of 
word frequency on the confusions, because they are dis-
tributed over various lengths for a given stimulus length. 
A separate analysis of the frequency effect as to every 
stimulus length and every response length would leave us 
too few data. Another way of studying the data is to pool 
them into response classes of length m = I - 1, I and 
I + 1. Thus, word length and word frequency are unraveled 
to a certain degree. 
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Averages over all stimulus lengths 1 = 3-7 are repre-
sented in Fig. 3. 
m · /-/ / fit /-/ /' fit /-> f fi' fit Í fit fit / fit 
«IU,--2.750 -1.75* +1.75* +2.75° 
Fig. 2. Frequency distributions of incorrect word re-
sponses for response lengths m = 1 - lt lt I + 1. Aver-
ages over I = 3-7 and 7 Ss. Black parts non-Dutch words. 
HF scores are somewhat higher in the left field, indica-
ting a slightly higher bias. A count of nouns from data 
of Uit den Boogaart is shown to the right. 
It appears that the LF responses are well represented, 
indicating at most a modest frequency bias effect. If 
shorter responses (m = 1 - 1) were mainly the result of 
frequency bias, the HF class should dominate heavily, 
which is not the case. We compared these distributions 
with a distribution of Dutch word types of corresponding 
lengths. Because most responses were nouns, we used a 
count of Dutch nouns. Figure 3 shows that there are rela-
tively many HF words present in the incorrect responses. 
We may therefore tentatively conclude that bias effects 
resulting from frequency of occurrence in the language 
did play a role in the experiments, albeit a minor one. 
The main reasons seem to be the high value of the stimu-
lus information and the very attentive Ss where visual 
stimuli were concerned. 
The amount of information produced by the stimulus 
for any logogen was basically assumed to be independent 
of the frequency of the word. Following Broadbent (1967) 
the word frequency effect is fully attributed to a cri-
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terion bias in the decision mechanism, i.e. common words 
have a lower criterion and consequently less sensory in­
formation is needed for excitation. We aimed at testing 
this assumption in our data set. If word frequency only 
affects the threshold, the frequency of the final re­
sponse will not have been influenced by the frequency of 
the stimulus word. Therefore, the frequency distributions 
of the incorrect responses, on the average, have to be 
equal for HF, MF and LF stimuli. 
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Fig. 4. Frequency distributions of incorrect responses 
to stimuli of a certain frequency class (symbols below). 
Results are averaged over the responses to stimulus 
lengths 3-7
л
 7 Ss and corresponding eccentricities. Symbols 
above number of responses. Black parts non-Dutch words. 
Notice the high fraction HF responses to HF stimuli. 
We sampled the incorrect responses as to the frequen­
cy class of the stimulus. Frequency distributions of the 
incorrect responses to these three kinds of stimuli, 
averaged over all lengths, corresponding eccentricities 
and Ss, are represented in Fig. 4. 
Figure 4 shows the supposition about equal frequency 
distributions not to be true in general. For LF and HF 
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words, the assumption holds in first approximation. HF 
words, however, clearly have more HF incorrect responses 
compared with the other frequency classes. Thus, fre-
quent words appear to have properties inducing more re-
sponses of high frequency. 
DISCUSSION 
The word frequency effect has been stressed by many 
authors, including Broadbent (1967). Hè found in audito-
ry word recognition experiments correct scores of 33% 
for HF words and of 12% for LF words, using a count for 
printed words in frequency intervals corresponding to 
our HF and the lower half of the MF class respectively. 
Since in our experiments short words have higher correct 
scores than long words, we have to consider frequency 
effects for each stimulus length separately. Averaging 
over lengths as we have shown in Fig. 2, therefore, pro-
vides data which misleadingly suggest a bias to HF words, 
but in fact are length influences. Examining the separ-
ate length classes, we found no such frequency effect in 
the correct responses (Fig. 1). 
Probably the low correct scores in Broadbent's experi-
ment have contributed to this frequency effect and stimu-
lated guessing behaviour. His statement that bias effects 
are overruled when the stimulus information is sufficient-
ly strong agrees with our findings. As to confusions, 
Broadbent suggests that frequency effects might be weaker 
in these than in correct responses. On the contrary, 
Morton (1969) clearly shows a frequency bias in incorrect 
responses, restricting himself also to data in which cor-
rect scores are only about 15%. Our results, as well, 
seem to support the notion of a slight bias to HF words 
in the confusions. A similar absence of frequency bias 
in the correct responses, combined with a clear-cut bias 
in the confusions had been found earlier for the recog-
nition of isolated letters (Bouma, 1971). 
A basic assumption of Morton concerning the fact that 
words do not carry information about their frequency of 
occurrence appeared invalid in general (Fig. 4). HF sti-
muli had more incorrect HF responses than both LF and MF 
stimuli. From a purely logical point of view, it is im-
possible to perceive the frequency of a word. The word 
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would then have to convey an attribute concerning its 
frequency, which is extremely unlikely. However, there 
might be stimulus information available that is correla-
ted with the word's frequency. Frequency correlated at-
tributes such as word length and highly probable letter 
clusters may lead to responses demonstrating a certain 
word frequency. Conceivably, word frequency information 
is acquired from these perceived word fragments. There-
fore the results of Fig. 4 do not necessarily contradict 
a word recognition scheme in terms of a logogen model. 
Frequency correlated attributes that indirectly provide 
information on the frequency of the word exist. The word 
frequency effect, therefore, cannot be wholly attributed 
to a threshold mechanism. 
Morton (1968, 1969), however, explicitly states that 
the word frequency effect is a response bias, only affec-
ting the threshold of the logogens. In that sense our re-
sults cannot be brought into agreement with the model. 
Experience apparently establishes frequently occurring 
fragments, whose perception would benefit HF words. This 
implies that the recognition system would be more sensi-
tive for common words. Broadbent (1967) concludes that a 
sophisticated guessing model will fit the results of vi-
sual word recognition experiments. In visual experiments 
perceived letters may restrict the effective number of 
alternatives and in that way lead to responses of a cer-
tain frequency. Morton (1970) allows for a reduction of 
alternative responses by perceived word fragments, but 
denies a different sensitivity for HF than for LF words. 
Our results, however, indicate that the recognition sys-
tem has a different readiness for frequent than for less 
frequent words. 
Neisser (1967), with his active theory of figurai syn-
thesis, presents an opposing view to Morton's. He states 
that familiarity and 'set' may influence what people see, 
i.e. visually synthesize. Word frequency, he argues, af-
fects the visual processes of a subject who uses wholis-
tic strategies. In our experiments the subjects knew that 
Dutch words were to be presented and, conceivably, concen-
trated on words. The results indeed agree with the notion 
that prolonged experience affects the perceptual proces-
sed in such a way that common stimuli are more readily 
processed than less common stimuli. 
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As was argued above, a passive model such as Morton's 
also accounts for the present results with some modifica-
tions regarding frequency correlated attributes. Neisser 
remarks: critical experiments will be necessary to decide 
whether the 'perception' or 'response' is affected. Such 
a statement loses relevance in models with criterion bias 
in decision, because stimulus information and bias ef-
fects cooperate. The present results indicate that fre-
quent words 'look' different from less frequent words. 
It is thus even less clear to which factor the word fre-
quency effect has to be attributed, confirming Morton's 
comment that the dichotomy between 'stimulus effects' or 
'response effects' is scarcely applicable. 
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C H A P T E R 5 
CONTOUR PERCEPTION OF THREE-LETTER STRINGS 
Submitted to Acta Psychologica 
ABSTRACT 
The experiments reported here were designed to inves-
tigate the extent to which subjects perceive the contour 
of 3-letter strings composed of permutations of the let-
ters (k, x) or (d, o, p). The strings were presented for 
100 me at various retinal eccentricities. 13 subjects 
were required to report the entire letter string. 
Both average contour scores and individual letter 
scores decrease with eccentricity. Position in the string 
appears to be of paramount importance, letters farthest 
from the fovea showing the best performance. 
The extensions of the letters seem to be salient cues 
for perceptual analysis. Shortening of the extensions 
causes reduced accuracy in contour recognition. 
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INTRODUCTION 
As explained elsewhere (Schiepers, 1976 a, b) our work 
concentrates on the specification of attributes in the 
process of recognition of printed words. An attribute is 
conceived as a property of the stimulus configuration 
which may serve as a cue for recognition. For our purpose 
a distinction is drawn between attributes which are pre-
dominantly letter-bound (analytic) and those which are 
predominantly word-bound (global). A global attribute is 
related to what is called the general word shape, e.g. 
word contour, word length or spelling pattern. It is 
stressed that the whole word is essential, either direct-
ly, as in word length, or indirectly, as in the position 
of certain features. We have dealt with word length in 
previous papers. Here we shall confine the discussion to 
three-letter words. 
The contour can be thought of as the immediate sensa-
tion conveyed by the outline or envelope of the word, and 
is assumed to be a faithful representation of the conca-
tenation of the short, ascending and descending letter 
parts. 
Recognition 
Contemporary neurophysiological research assumes pas-
sive feature analysers in the human visual system. These 
analysers are triggered by suitable features in the re-
tinal images (Hubel, 1963). Evidence of these detectors 
of contrast, edge, line and length has been combined and 
they have been built up into complicated higher-order me-
chanisms , tuned to complex properties and units. 
In psychological research on word recognition, the 
properties of letters and words have taken the place of 
the "demons" intervening between the stimulus and the re-
cognized word. More complex attributes such as edginess, 
curvature, obliqueness, straightness and intersection 
have been proposed (Gibson, 1969). With regard to letter 
recognition, Gibson (1969) has specified certain features 
for capital letters, Bouma (1971) aimed at the same for 
lower-case letters. With regard to words, various models 
have been proposed in the literature. They all share the 
notion of attributes extracted from the stimulus configu-
ration. These attributes operate, in conjunction or not 
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with internal factors, as intermediaries between the 
stimulus and the final overt response. (Neisser, 1967; 
Morton, 1969; Norman and Rumelhart, 1970; Gibson, 1971; 
Smith, 1971, 1973; Rumelhart and Siple, 1974) 
Word contour 
Normal print consists of capitals and lower-case let-
ters. Its legibility is largely determined by the type 
face and the layout (Tinker, 1963). It is well known 
that words consisting entirely of Latin capitals are 
harder to recognize than those comprising only lower-
case letters, because of the uniform contour of the for-
mer. This extra ease with which lower-case words are 
identified (Coltheart and Freeman, 1974) suggests that 
the extensions on lower-case letters have a special role. 
They are the conspicuous parts of the contour and there-
fore seem to form relevant "grasping points" for the 
feature analysers. It is open to question whether exten-
sions are perceived more or less independently of the 
trunk of the word, i.e. they can wander through the 
string, or whether they are tied to a certain location, 
i.e. the position of the letter in the word is important. 
Because words exhibit a high level of redundancy, we 
are obliged to reduce stimulus information in our expe-
riments in order to trace the relevant attributes. Thus, 
error responses may occur, whose attributes, in common 
with the presented stimulus, probably functioned as cues 
for recognition. Correct recognition is probably partly 
determined by the same attributes. We therefore developed 
a paradigm in which first the perceptibility of the word 
contour is examined and secondly the part it plays in 
the actual recognition process is pursued. In order to 
minimize non-visual, linguistic influences, we used let-
ter strings, mostly unpronounceable, as stimuli. 
We report experiments on the perception proper of 3-
letter contours in lower-case. The strings were presen-
ted at various eccentricities. The results show the ave-
rage scores in relation to eccentricity and the main 
tendencies of the incorrect responses. The role of the 
extensions is examined in greater detail. 
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METHODS 
Stimati 
The stimulus letters were chosen because they 
possessed maximum resemblance with regard to the trunk 
of the letter. In other words, they had strong orienta­
tion specific interference, i.e. they shared parallel 
line segments, congruent circular details, etc. (Andries-
sen and Bouma, 1976). Because the letters themselves are 
harder to identify under these circumstances, more promi­
nence is given to the contour properties of the string, 
i.e. contrasts between the presence and/or absence of ex­
tensions. In other words, our aim is to make a purer es­
timation of the role of contours in perception. 
The stimuli were three-letter strings composed of all 
the possible permutations of the letters к and χ denoted 
by: (k, χ), i.e. the contours: xxx, kxx, xkx, xxk, kkx, 
kxk, xkk, and kkk. They were typed on white paper with 
an IBM-72 typewriter. The type face was Courier with a 
height of 1.95 mm for short letters and about 0.75 mm for 
upward and downward extensions; the letter spacing was 
2.55 mm. 
A pilot experiment was run to supply the general trend 
of the scores and to determine the suitable eccentrici­
ties for stimulus presentation. 
The strings of (k, x) (i.e. 8 different combinations 
or contours) were prepared at eccentricities φ: 0°, ±1°, 
±2°, ±3° and ±4°. The eccentricity φ is defined as the 
distance from fixation to the centre of the stimulus 
(i.e. the middle letter) in degrees of visual angle, 
φ > 0° corresponding to the right visual field and φ < 0° 
to the left. Every contour was presented 10 times at each 
eccentricity. 
Strings of (d, o, p) (i.e. 27 different contours) were 
only prepared at φ = ±3°. Each letter combination oc­
curred 6 times to the left and 6 times to the right of 
fixation. 
Presentation 
The stimuli were presented in a two-channel tachis-
toscope. The luminance was about 150 cd/m2; the duration 
of exposure was 100 ms ; the viewing distance was 57 cm at 
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which 1 cm (4 letters) corresponds to Io; vision was bi­
nocular. A black plus sign was used as the fixation 
mark. In the case of foveal stimuli with φ = 0° only, it 
was replaced by two red dashes, one above and one below 
the position where the central letter would appear. In 
one session stimuli of equal eccentricity (left and 
right of fixation) were presented in random order to aid 
the maintenance of fixation. A randomized block design 
was used for Ss and eccentricities. S initiated an expo­
sure by pressing a button. An infrared video system was 
used to record S's right eye for the purpose of checking 
fixation. The experiments proper were preceded by one 
training session. 
Subjects 
The subjects were 13 students (including 2 females), 
of whom 6 had participated in earlier experiments. Their 
ages were 19-26 years; they all had adequate (corrected) 
vision (foveal acuity 1.25 - 2) and were right-handed. 
Only 11 Ss took part in the experiment with foveal sti­
muli (φ = 0°) and in the additional experiment. 
Instructions 
Ss were told that the stimuli were three-letter per­
mutations and what the letters comprising the stimuli 
were. They were asked to report the whole string in left-
to-right order after each presentation. 
They were unaware of the aim of the experiments. 
Terminology 
φ: eccentricity of presentation 
u: number of extensions, the index deno­
ting stimulus (u
s
) or response (u
r
) 
p: proportion, the index denoting the re­
sponse category 
LVF: left visual field (φ < 0°) 
RVF: right visual field (φ > 0°) 
inward: location closest to the fovea 
outward: location farthest from the fovea 
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RESULTS 
The data were subjected to several analyses in order 
to summarize and describe the results. Fir3t the results 
with strings (k, x) will be discussed. Secondly, we 
check these results on strings (d, o, p). The latter con­
tours are investigated in greater detail with regard to 
their extensions. 
Strings of permutations k, χ 
Correct scores averaged over all 8 contours and all 
13 Ss are presented in Fig. 1 in relation to eccentrici­
ty. The scores decrease with increasing eccentricity 
but not continuously, flattening out in the parafovea. 
Even at φ = ±4°, scores are very much above chance level, 
indicating that Ss in fact use the visual information. 
Fig.^ 1. Correct scores ρ averaged over all contours and 
Ss in relation to eccentricity φ. White bars: responses 
to (k, χ), N - 1040 for each data point; black bars: re­
sponses to (d} οΛ ρ), Ν - 2106 for each data point. Bar 
length indicates the actual length of the three-letter 
stimulus. 
Figure 1 does not show any significant left-right visual 
field differences except for φ = ±3° (Ρ < 0.05), where 
there is a RVF advantage. 
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Certain contours, however, do show L-R field differ­
ences . Two methods are used to compare contours in dif­
ferent visual fields: (1) numbering the letters in left-
to-right (1 -* r) order and (2) numbering them in outward-
to-inward (o -*• i) order with respect to the fovea. 
1. For (1 -*• r) contour kkx shows a significant LVF advan­
tage (P < 0.05) for all 4 comparable eccentricities. 
For 3 out of 4 situations, contour xxk shows a signi­
ficant LVF advantage and contours xxx and xkx RVF ad-
tages. 
2. Because of the foveally oriented scanning as found by 
Mackworth (1965) the outward-to-inward correspondence 
has to be tested independently. For (o ->- i) contours 
kxx-xxk (LVF-RVF, respectively) show significant LVF 
advantages (P < 0.05) for 3 out of 4 eccentricities. 
Of course, the findings for the symmetrical contour« 
xxx and xkx for (1 -*• r) also apply here. 
It seems therefore, that the (o -*• i) numbering is 
somewhat more appropriate. 
Number of extensions 
In a further attempt to derive information from the 
data, an analysis as to perceived extensions, i.e. the 
number of letters к responded, irrespective of their po­
sition, has been performed. An analysis of this kind may 
reveal whether an extension is perceived at all, indepen­
dent of its position. The analysis is performed by col­
lapsing data into 4 stimulus and 4 response classes, 
yielding 4x4 confusion matrices. Thus, for u
s
 = 1 or 2 
(contours kxx, xkx, xxk or kkx, kxk, xkk) there were 3 
times as many stimuli as for u
s
 = 0 or 3 (contours xxx 
or kkk). The fractions of correct responses, i.e. the 
scores in the diagonal cells, are depicted in Fig. 2. 
For the various situations, these fractions decrease with 
eccentricity and with the number of stimulus extensions 
(u
s
). Strings with u
s
 = 3 (contour kkk) have low scores; 
strings without extensions (u
s
 = 0, contour xxx) show 
L-R field differences. 
The averages of the confusion matrices in LVF and RVF 
are given in Table 1. These figures show strings without 
extensions to be excellent recognizable contours. Because 
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Fig. 2. Fractions f of correctly responded number of ex­
tensions (irrespective of their location) in responses 
to (k3 x) as function of the eccentricity φ. Figures de­
note the number of extensions. Number of stimuli per da­
ta point N - 130 for u
s
 - 0 or 3 and 390 for u
s
 - 1 or 2. 
u > 4 
0 
1 
2 
3 
0 
. 8 0 
. 0 2 
1 
. 1 7 
. 7 4 
. 1 8 
2 
. 0 3 
. 2 4 
. 7 9 
. 5 4 
3 
. 0 3 
. 4 6 
X 
0 
1 
2 
3 
0 
. 9 1 
. 0 4 
1 
. 0 9 
. 7 7 
. 2 7 
. 0 3 
2 
. 1 9 
. 7 0 
. 4 1 
3 
. 0 3 
. 5 6 
LVF RVF 
Table 1. Confusion matrices of number of upward exten­
sions for strings (k3 x). Stimuli us vs responses %.. 
Data are collapsed per eccentricity and averaged over 
half-fields. N - 1560, for u
s
 = 1 or 2 and N = 520 for 
u
s
 = 0 or 3; 13 Ss. 
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u p = O error responses are rare, Ss discriminate very well 
between strings with and without extensions. The strings 
mostly produce error responses with only one extension 
more or one less than the stimulus. However, the vast ma­
jority of responses is in the correct response class. 
It seems therefore, that an extension is detected 
fairly accurately, in spite of possible position errors. 
Letter position 
The other way of examining the data is to calculate 
the proportion of correctly reported letters к and χ in 
a certain position. Figures 3a and b represent these pro­
portions in relation to eccentricity, averaged over all 
contours and Ss. 
Here, too, comparison on the basis of left-to-right 
and outward-to-inward numbering applies. For letters x, 
the middle and outward letters have symmetrical (virtual) 
curves. The inward letters, however, show obvious asym­
metry (P < 0.05 except for φ = ±1θ). A similar asymme­
try has already been found for letter recognition (Bourna, 
1073). For letters k, letters in all three positions 
show asymmetries at first sight. Indeed, nearly all ca­
ses show significant field differences with both types 
of comparison. 
The results are especially striking in the LVF. Expe­
rimental evidence suggests the middle part of words and 
strings is the least readily perceptible one (Williams 
et al, 1Θ70; Fudin and Kenny, 1972; Eriksen and Eriksen, 
1Θ74; Wolford and Hollingsworth, 1974). Contrary to 
these findings, final letters к in the LVF are even less 
easily perceptible than central ones. 
Examination of the proportions correct in the differ­
ent contours (Figs. 3a and b show the average over all 
contours) discloses a number of higher-order effects. 
Significant field differences (P < 0.05) are found for 
inward χ in contours xkx - xkx and inward к in kkk - kkk, 
which have higher proportions in the RVF for 3 out of 4 
comparable eccentricities, and also for middle к in con­
tours xkk - kkx, which score higher in the LVF for all 4 
comparable eccentricities. In general, outward letters к 
have lower proportions correct in the RVF. 
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Fig. δ. Proportions ρ of correctly reported Zetters in 
a certain position (inward, middle or outward) in re­
sponse to three-letter permutations of χ and k. ρ is gi­
ven in relation to eccentricity φ: a) for letters x; 
b) for letters k. Lines indicate the letters belonging 
to a certain string. N - 520 for each data point. Notice 
the striking picture for letter к in the LVF. 
Strings of permutations d, o} ρ 
Turning now to the results of strings (d, ο, ρ), it 
should be remembered that these strings have only been 
tested at eccentricities ±3°. The correct scores aver­
aged over all 27 contours and 13 Ss are given, too, in 
Fig. 1 (black bars) for the purpose of comparison. The 
scores are about 6% lower than for (k, χ), which might 
be ascribed to the larger number of alternatives. 
The full 27x27 confusion matrix can be subdivided ac­
cording to the number and the direction of the extensions, 
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The result is as shown in Table 2. 
Responses 
Stimuli ^ v 
u
s
= 
1 
u
s
= 
1,2 
u
s
= 
2,3 
"s= 
3 
ooo 
doo odo ood 
ddo dod odd 
poo opo oop 
ppo pop opp 
rest 
ddd 
PPP 
u
r
=0 
ooo 
u
r
=l,2 
doo ddo ' poo ppo 
odo dod | opo pop 
ood odd l oop opp 
. 1 
u
r
=2,3 
rest 
u
r
=3 
ddd | ppp 
1 
xp 
Table 2. Subdivision of the full confusion matrix for 
(d3 o3 p). A cross denotes an empty cell. 
Examination of the two matrices at ±3° revealed that 
certain response cells were not filled (denoted by a 
cross). The contour without extensions ooo appeared an 
excellent one; it has high correct scores and it scarcely 
appears as an error response. 
Responding to permutations of letters d and о (strings 
(d, o)) yields almost always empty cells for contours of 
permutations of letters о and ρ (strings (o, p)). The 
reverse for stimuli (o, p) and responses (d, o) is also 
true. This means that the transitions d -*• ρ and ρ -*• d in 
these contours hardly occur. 
Two submatrices were extracted from a full confusion 
matrix, namely stimuli and responses to (d, o) and to 
(o, p). These contours are in Table 2 indicated as 
u
s
=l,2 completed with the contours ddd, ooo and ppp in 
order to obtain all possible three-letter permutations. 
These data were broken down with regard to the presence 
and location of either an upward or a downward extension. 
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\ u r 
u
s \ 
0 
1 
2 
3 
0 
. 9 4 
. 0 1 
1 
. 0 6 
. 7 6 
. 1 5 
2 
. 2 3 
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3 
. 0 4 
. 6 9 
U S 5 ^ 4 
0 
1 
2 
3 
0 
. 7 6 
1 
. 2 2 
. 6 9 
. 1 5 
. 0 4 
2 
. 0 2 
. 3 1 
. 7 9 
. 2 7 
3 
. 0 6 
. 6 9 
(d, o) 
Vr 
u
s \ 
0 
1 
2 
3 
0 
. 9 1 
. 0 1 
1 
. 0 9 
. 7 3 
. 1 8 
. 0 2 
2 
. 2 6 
. 8 0 
. 3 8 
3 
. 0 2 
. 6 0 
0 
1 
2 
3 
0 
. 7 2 
. 0 1 
1 
. 2 0 
. 6 6 
. 1 3 
. 0 3 
2 
. 0 8 
. 3 3 
. 8 0 
. 2 6 
3 
. 0 7 
. 7 1 
(o, p) 
\ u
r 
u
s \ 
0 
1 
2 
3 
0 
. 9 2 
. 0 5 
1 
. 0 7 
. 7 3 
. 2 6 
. 0 4 
2 
. 0 1 
. 2 2 
. 7 1 
. 4 2 
3 
. 0 3 
. 5 3 
\ u r 
u
s \ 
0 
1 
2 
3 
0 
. 8 1 
. 0 1 
. 0 1 
1 
. 1 8 
. 6 8 
. 1 9 
. 0 1 
2 
. 0 1 
. 3 1 
. 7 3 
. 6 4 
3 
. 0 7 
. 3 5 
(k, X) 
LVF(-3°) RVF(+3°) 
Table 3. Confusion matrices of number of either upward 
or downward extensions. Stimuli: strings of (d3 ο), 
(Oj p) and (k3 x). Data are pooled per eccentricity, 
N - 234 for u
s
 = 13 2 and N - 78 for us - 0, 3 for 
strings (d3 o) and (o, p); N = 390 for us = 1, 2 and 
N = 130 for u
s
 = 0} 3 for strings (k, x); 13 Ss. 
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This meant considering any reported letters ρ as о in 
responses to stimuli (d, o) and, analogously, consider­
ing reported d as о in responses to stimuli (o, p). This 
yielded 8x8 confusion matrices, which were found to re­
semble those of (k, x) at φ = ±3° fairly closely. Correct 
scores averaged over all contours and Ss for each of the 
4 submatrices were about 0.69, compared with 0.59 for 
(k, x) at φ = -3° and 0.69 at φ = +3°. No significant 
differences for (d, o) and (p, o) were found, either for 
stimulus conditions or for visual field. 
Number of extensions 
The submatrices (d, o) and (p, o) (explained in the 
preceding paragraph) were now compared with (k, x) as 
regards the number of extensions. The data were again 
pooled, but this time the position of the extensions was 
not taken into account. The fractions thus obtained for 
correct and incorrect response classes are given in 
Table 3. 
The fractions correct are in fair agreement with those 
for (k, χ), except that contours ddd and ppp (u
s
 = 3) 
have higher scores than kkk. A similar agreement applies 
to the fractions incorrect. Contours without extensions 
again give good results, particularly in the RVF: high 
correct scores and hardly occurring as error response. 
These results indicate that the perceptual processes 
operating in response to strings (k, x) and (d, o, p) 
are the same and that upward and downward extensions are 
not normally confused. In other words, the results sug­
gest that the direction of an extension is accurately 
perceived. 
Letter position 
The proportions of correctly reported letters in a 
certain position, averaged over all 27 contours and 13 
Ss are shown in Fig. 4. The results for к and χ have 
been included for the purpose of comparison. 
Accuracy on letters о is somewhat lower than on x. 
The letters d, к and ρ show results which generally co­
incide for the outward and middle position, but whereas 
о and ρ show the expected asymmetry for the inward posi­
tion, inward d does not. We will return to this finding 
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Fig. 4. Proportions ρ of letters correctly reported in 
their position at string eccentricities ±3°: a) for let­
ters o; b) for letters d and p. Each data point: N - 546. 
Results of letters к and χ were included for the purpose 
of comparison. The lines denote letters of a connected 
string. 
later on . The remarkable picture of inward к in the LVF 
(Fig. 3b) is not found for letters d and p. 
Closer inspection of the various contours reveals 
higher-order effects in agreement with those for letters 
к and x. All inward letters о and ρ exhibit the RVF su­
periority. Outward ρ has slightly lower proportions cor­
rect in the RVF than in the LVF. 
The opposite results also occur. Outward letters d 
almost always have the maximum score. Inward d is clear­
ly seen to be an exceptional case. Of the 9 possible con­
tours with inward letter d, 6 show a clear-cut advantage 
for the LVF and only one contour ppd-dpp has the often 
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noticed RVF advantage (significance in all cases Ρ < 0.05). 
The cluster dp also, appears to be a special case. Con­
tours containing this cluster tend to have lower propor­
tions correct for inward letters as compared with the 
other possibilities. Since the extensions here are very 
near to each other, it may perhaps be that a distance-
dependent interaction, limited to very short ranges, 
exists between extensions. 
Individual subjects 
1.0 
.8 
.6 
.4 
.2 
0 
0 .2 .4 Λ Λ 1.0 
Fig. 5. Scatter diagram of the average correct scores 
for contours (k3 χ) in the LVF vs EVF for each indivi­
dual subject; correlation r = 0.55, N = 320 for each 
S in every visual half field. 
Figure 5 presents a scatter diagram of the results aver­
aged over all contours in the LVF as compared with those 
for the RVF for every subject. As this figure shows, 
there are no large differences between Ss for strings 
(k, x) and no visual field differences. For (d, o, p) 
strings, there is a slight bias in favour of the RVF. 
Since we used an unreplicated randomized block design 
the effect of Ss and the interaction with strings cannot 
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be tested by means of an analysis of variance (Hays, 
1973). The other effect, namely that contours produce 
very different results, does not tell us anything new. 
All the results presented so far have clearly exhibited 
the influences of obviously visual factors which are re­
sponsible for different deportment for different con­
tours . 
Response bias 
So far we have investigated visual factors concealed 
in the data. Figure 5 reveals that the differences be­
tween Ss are not great. It is nevertheless not yet clear 
whether they share the same preference in naming certain 
contours (verbal response bias) and whether their read­
ing habits benefit certain responses (visual response 
bias). Bias, presumably, has the same effect in both vi­
sual half-fields, while visual factors do not. Dissimi­
lar scores in both half-fields therefore argue against 
bias influences. On the other hand, if the LVF and RVF 
scores are roughly the same, the exact share accounted 
for by response bias remains open to question. 
Table 4 shows correct and incorrect scores for con­
tours (k, x) pooled in each half-field. Correct scores 
indicate that no contour benefited specially. The incor­
rect scores in particular indicate that visual factors 
predominate. 
For comparison of the various confusion matrices, we 
correlated results at corresponding eccentricities. 
Table 5 shows coefficients of correlation between the 
diagonals and between sums of incorrect responses in co­
lumns. High correlation for outward-to-inward numbering 
also argues against bias effects. Preference is given to 
visual factors, especially in the case of incorrect re­
sponses to (k, x). 
In the case of responses to (d, ο, ρ), the results do 
not show convincingly which factor dominates. Close in­
spection does not reveal salient frequently occurring in­
correct contours. Indeed, individual Ss show irregulari­
ties and favour certain contours, but on average the ef­
fect is negligible. A negative response bias possibly 
applies to contour dpd, which occurred as error respon­
se 1.4% in the LVF and 2.2% in the RVF, while the chance 
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Correct responses 
Con­
tour 
LVF 
RVF 
xxx kxx xkx xxk kkx kxk xkk kkk 
.15 
.17 
.14 
.14 
.11 
,14 
.13 
.10 
.14 
.09 
.11 
.12 
.13 
.14 
.09 
.10 
N 
2131 
2178 
Incorrect 
Con­
tour 
LVF 
RVF 
xxx 
.02 
.05 
responses 
kxx xkx 
.09 .10 
.24 .11 
xxk 
.14 
.09 
kkx 
.33 
.13 
kxk 
.10 
.14 
xkk 
.18 
.21 
kkk 
.04 
.03 
N 
1062 
1010 
Table 4. Fractions of correctly and incorrectly responded 
contours. The data have been pooled for all eccentrici­
ties in a certain visual field. N denotes the total num­
ber of responses. 
level is 3.7%. 
It therefore seems safe to conclude that the present 
design of the experiments was efficacious for safeguard­
ing the data against overwhelming biases. Obviously, vi­
sual factors largely determined the results. 
AN EXPERIMENT TO ILLUSTRATE THE CONTRIBUTION OF AN 
EXTENSION 
In the preceding sections it has emerged that the ex­
tensions play a special role in the perceptual processes. 
The upward or downward direction is perceived accurately 
as such and the number of extensions perceived is general­
ly correct. One of the properties of an extension is its 
height relative to the trunk or body of the string. We 
wished to elaborate more clearly the relationship between 
the height of an extension and the contour perceptibili­
ty. We therefore conducted an experiment using the same 
set-up as for strings (k, χ), with the extra condition 
that the letter к could have any of three shapes: 1) nor­
mal, 2) without the upper 0.25 χ 0.04 mm serif and 3) 
with the entire extension missing. Three stimulus blocks 
of (k, x), each with a different k, were prepared at ec-
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centricities φ = ±3°. In each block, every string was 
presented 6 times both in the LVF and the RVF in random 
order. The blocks were presented in (almost) counter­
balanced order on one and the same day to each of 11 Ss. 
(k,x) 
(d.o.p) 
Φ 
1 •+ r 
о -> i 
1 -*• г 
о -> i 
±1° ±2° ±3° ±4° 
.11 .17 .40 .50 
.06 .24 .50 .50 
.66 
.39 
(к,χ) 
(d.o.p) 
Φ 
1 -* г 
о -»• i 
1 -»· г 
о -»• i 
±1° ±2° ±3° ±4° 
.48 .32 .20 .53 
.71 .75 .57 .72 
.87 
.63 
Table S. Correlation coefficients of the diagonals (cor­
rect) and sims of all incorrect responses in columns 
(incorrect) of confusion matrices at corresponding ec­
centricities in the two visual half-fields, о -*• i number­
ing outward-to-inward, I -*• r numbering in normal fashion 
left-to-right. 
The apparatus and instructions remained unchanged. Ss 
were informed of the fact that the legibility of the 
print in the individual blocks might have been changed. 
The reason for this was not explained to them. 
Correct scores averaged over all contours and all Ss 
for the 3 conditions are shown in Fig. 6. Mutilation of 
the extension has a clear-cut effect on performance. For 
conditions (1) normal and (2) without upper serif, the 
confusion matrices showed the same main tendencies. As 
previously, the proportions of correctly reported let­
ters in a certain position were calculated. The results 
are reproduced in Figs. 7a and b. Again, a gradual 
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Fig. 6. Correct scores ρ averaged over all 8 contours of 
letters к and x3 and 11 Ss at eccentricities of ±Z°, 
white bars: normal k; hatched bars: к minus the upper 
serif; black bars: к minus the entire extension. N = 528 
for each data point. 
change-over can be observed for the 3 conditions. 
The letters χ also "suffer" from the mutilation of k. 
This indicates a reduction in the perceptual contrast 
between χ and k. Omission of the serif induces lower ac­
curacy for letters к (Fig. 7b). The letters close to the 
fovea suffer more markedly from this mutilation. 
Removal of the entire extension drastically reduces 
recognition scores; the proportions correct for letters 
к drop to chance level. With this condition, the propor­
tions correct for letters χ are affected to a greater 
extent than before but they still do not reach chance 
level, indicating that enough visual information remains 
to permit discriminating between χ and к without exten­
sion. 
There is, however, a left-right difference which has 
not occurred elsewhere in our data. Because most of the 
k's without extension are below chance level this might 
indicate a negative response bias. However, visual fac­
tors can be held responsible here too. These recognition 
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Fig. 7. Proport-ions of correctly reported letters in a 
certain position at eccentricities of ±3°. a) letters χ 
surrounded by letter к in three conditions: χ normal, 
0 minus the upper serif and к minus the entire extension, 
b) letters к for three conditions: к normal, # minus the 
upper serif and к minus the entire extenstion. N = 264 
for each data point. 
curves of the k's without extension, appear to be mirror 
images of those for k's with extension (Fig. 7b). There­
fore it seems that when letters к are in a location 
which allows better recognition, S more readily responds 
to it as an χ instead of a k, because of the more appa­
rent absence of the extension. Since this strategy leads 
to less k responses, S might compensate for this, owing 
to the reduced perceptual contrast, in error responses 
to x. This might explain the lower recognizability of 
the x's in Fig. 7a. 
A short interview revealed that Ss had not noticed 
any differences between strings with normal k and those 
with k without an upper serif. With regard to strings 
without extensions, all Ss considered it extremely diffi­
cult to discriminate. In fact, two Ss refused to give 
responses other than xxx. One S remarked that he saw the 
Greek letter к in the string without extensions. To him 
we dedicate the name we have given to this dramatic drop-
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off in performance: the kappa effect. 
On the basis of these results it is concluded that ma-
nipulation of the extension (particularly the height) di-
rectly influences performance, even if the S himself is 
not aware of any difference. 
DISCUSSION 
By and large, the results obtained from the present 
experiments corroborate findings reported in the litera-
ture: 
- an overall decrease of contour perception with increa-
sing eccentricity (Lefton and Haber, 1974); 
- the best performance on outward letters and a worse-
ning towards the fovea (foveally oriented interference 
Mackworth, 1965); the worst performance on middle let-
ters (Wolford and Hollingworth, 1974); 
- left-right visual field asymmetries for inward letters, 
with an advantage for the RVF (Bouma, 1973). 
Visual interference 
The notion of outward-to-inward numbering for compa-
rison between visual half-fields (the correspondence 
rule) is based on the presumed existence of the foveally 
oriented interference. Figures 3 and 4, showing higher 
proportions correct for outward letters than for others, 
indeed provide evidence for this notion. However, al-
though the correspondence rule is satisfied by indivi-
dual letters, it has to be checked with whole strings. 
Unfortunately no generally accepted way of expressing 
the similarity of entire confusion matrices exists and 
we therefore aimed at testing the correspondence rule 
for contours by correlating (1) correct scores (diago-
nals) and (2) sums of all incorrect scores per contour, 
between data at corresponding eccentricities. Both types 
of numbering (1) left-to-right and (2) outward-to-inward 
were compared throughout. The results have already been 
given in Table 5. For correct scores for (k, x) the cor-
relation coefficients do not provide arguments for any 
correspondence. Because many attributes can trigger a 
correct response, this might indicate that different at-
tributes are the determiners for recognition at differ-
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ent eccentricities. On the other hand, incorrect respon­
ses have parts differing from and parts matching the 
stimulus. It is hypothesized that precisely these match­
ing parts constitute the relevant attributes leading to 
the final overt response. The data in Table 5 for incor­
rect responses to (k, x) favour a description in terms 
of an outward-to-inward numbering. For (d, o, p) respon­
ses, however, the agreement is not found. 
Extensions 
Clear-cut influence by the number of extensions on 
overall performance is exhibited in Fig. 2 and Tables 1 
and 3. Contours without extensions were found to be ex­
cellent ones. Because stimuli u
s
 = 1 or 2 were more of­
ten exposed (particularly for(k, x)), the presentation 
frequency may have benefited these as responses. 
Correct scores for contours ddd and ppp are higher 
than for contour kkk, probably because of the presence 
of more alternatives among (d, ο, ρ), which would reduce 
the influence of frequency of presentation. The almost 
total absence of u
r
 = 3 error responses was therefore 
interpreted as an avoidance of the extreme response 
class and not as a case of selective interference between 
extentions. 
The experiment with mutilated letters к argues strong­
ly in favour of perceived extensions determining the con­
tour and not other letter properties. The trunk of the 
string was kept intact, while the variation was limited 
to the form of the extension. This manipulation affected 
contour recognition. Removal of the extension produces 
a dramatic decline in performance, demonstrating that 
its function is not at all superfluous. 
Letters 
The differences between letters d, к and ρ (Figs. 3 
and 4), can be ascribed to a contrast effect, which pla­
ces an extension at the very verge of a string in an out­
standing position. 
A particular property of certain ascending and descen­
ding letters in the Latin alphabet is their asymmetry, 
in the form of an extension either to the left or to the 
right (perhaps the "slender" letters t, i, 1, f and j 
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form a separate group). Because of the foveally oriented 
interference, a letter with a left-side extension may be 
favoured in the LVF above the RVF. In the RVF, а к can 
easily be confounded with an χ and a ρ with an o, while 
the extension itself either is perceived as belonging to 
another location or disappears. The opposite can be 
claimed for the letter d. Such an explanation would ac­
count for the generally lower scores of outward letters 
к and ρ in contours in the RVF. It is also a neat expla­
nation for the rank ordering of inward letters in Fig. 
4b. As can be noticed in Figs. 3b and 4b, the place of 
an extension is of supreme importance in determining the 
relation between letter location and eccentricity. 
Perhaps the fact that d is an exceptional case among 
the ascenders (extension at the right) acts as an extra 
cue. The choice of letters d and ρ might then help to ex­
plain the failure to satisfy the correspondence rule for 
(d, o, p). It happens that d and ρ have their extensions 
on different sides and may derive some benefit from dif­
ferent visual fields. 
Furthermore, 5 exceptional contours were distinguished 
among (d, o, p), of which 4 have a letter cluster dp. In 
other strings, too, this cluster showed higher-order in­
fluences. Why the cluster exhibits such an effect is open 
to question. 
Linguistic factors 
Kolers (1970) remarks that the beginning, middle and 
end of a word do not contribute equally to recognition. 
The beginning of a word conveys more information large­
ly, it is thought, because of constraints built in the 
language. He advances the argument that linguistic fac­
tors cause this benefit of the beginning over the end. 
The argument was derived from position errors in naming 
the letters of pseudo-words. About the same number of 
errors were made on every letter in different word 
lengths. ".... Thus, the visual system does not have 
some special difficulty in identifying the letters in 
various parts of word. The advantage to recognition of 
the beginning is owing to linguistic, not visual factors" 
(p. 99-100). 
Ill 
In the RVF we did not find this superiority of the be­
ginning of a string (Figs. 3 and 4). If linguistic fac­
tors favour the beginning, i.e. they introduce left-right 
visual field differences, contour perception proper 
should be the same at corresponding eccentricities. We 
tried to minimize linguistic influences by using mostly 
unpronounceable letter strings and by presenting all pos­
sible three-letter permutations. The experiments reported 
here nevertheless suggest that visual factors are respon­
sible for different contour perceptibility, depending on 
retinal eccentricity, visual half-field and individual 
contour. In other words we have succeeded in establishing 
that visual attributes contribute substantially to caus­
ing field differences. 
Although we tried to avoid pronounceable strings, two 
existing Dutch words occurred with (d, o, p), namely dop 
and pop, and most other strings with a central о were 
pronounceable. After some training, Ss responded with 
letter sequences, but occasionally some Ss responded with 
the Dutch word. Results for these contours were not 
markedly different from those for the others. The conclu­
sion therefore seems warranted that there was no inter­
action with higher cognitive (word) levels. 
Dick (1Θ74) states that the read out from the icon in­
to short term memory involves a conversion process which 
proceeds in a left-to-right scan. This well established 
empirical bias for letters is not a neural one, but a 
functional one, most likely the result of experience. We 
adhere to foveally oriented interference as the explana­
tion for the fact that outward letters score highest. Ne­
vertheless, our results also show high accuracy at the 
beginning of the string. This conforms to intuition about 
the influence of left-to-right order of report. In the 
LVF interference and scan have the same direction, where­
as in the RVF they have opposite directions, implying a 
conflict. This accords with Bouma's suggestion (1973) 
that the interference has different ranges in the two 
half-fields. Thus, from a visual point of view there 
would not be any differences of contour perception in the 
half-fields. The best performance would be on outward 
letters. The spatial-to-temporal conversion, necessary 
for overt responses, would proceed in a left-to-right 
scan which favours the beginning of a string over its end. 
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The different contributions of interference and scanning 
effects would be dependent on the task. Recognition of 
short strings (which can always be quickly read out of 
iconic memory and which cannot overload short term memo­
ry) would not normally be disturbed by scanning effects. 
In the case of (d, ο, ρ), more feature information is 
needed in order to distinguish between the additional al­
ternatives, and the results are therefore more subject to 
scanning effects than in the case of (k, x). 
In our next study we shall attempt to derive rules, 
based on individual letter scores, which can largely ac­
count for the present data. A multidimensional analysis 
of the confusion matrices will also be carried out with 
a view to acquiring insight into the rules describing the 
complex interactions between the letters. 
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C H A P T E R 6 
STRUCTURE IN THREE-LETTER STRING RESPONSES 
INTRODUCTION 
Some experiments on the perception proper of three-
letter contours were reported in the preceding study 
(chapter 5). The contours were three-letter permutations 
either of letters к and χ or of letters d, о and p. The 
results proved that outward letters were perceived the 
most accurately, that the direction of an extension was 
perceived reasonably accurately and that the number of 
extensions responded to was generally correct. The va­
rious confusion matrices as obtained in these experiments 
were analysed and the concept of visual interference was 
applied to offer explanations for various observed ef­
fects. However, the strategy followed in chapter 5 was a 
rather punctilious way of looking into the data. A confu­
sion matrix was not inspected complete but only minuscule 
parts could be attacked at a given moment because the per­
ceived details of a letter were taken into consideration. 
Here we attempt other analyses which consider more data 
simultaneously. We aimed at developing a descriptive sys­
tem for an entire confusion matrix. The structure in such 
a system may betray the effects of visual factors 
searched for in contour perception. The descriptive system 
is based on the recognition probabilities of individual 
letters. These probabilities are estimated from empirical 
data. Several assumptions had to be made in order to be 
able to handle the data: 
1) The products of the perceptual analysis are individual 
letters. These letters intervene somewhere between the 
presented stimulus configuration and the final re­
sponse. 
2) The probability for a certain letter at this level is 
directly reflected in the responses; more specifically, 
memory factors are supposed not to influence the per­
ception of three-letter strings. 
The descriptive system therefore becomes a stimulus condi­
tional model (Smith, 1973). The direct report of observed 
letters in a certain position as in the experiments, then, 
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is a suitable means for estimating the recognition proba­
bility of those letters. 
Our problem concerns the derivation of a model which 
describes the relationship between stimulus and response 
letters under certain conditions. With this method of 
analysing all data simultaneously, we try to acquire in­
sight into the complex interactions between letters. The 
result hoped for is a better understanding of the concept 
of visual interference in three-letter contours. 
The goodness of fit between empirical and theoretical 
confusion matrices presents a big problem, since there is 
no generally accepted measurement to express the simila­
rity between entire confusion matrices. Α χ -test is not 
applicable, one reason being that many cells are not 
filled. Furthermore, such a test does not reveal possible 
systematic differences between the confusion matrices. 
We set out with the contours of three-letter permuta­
tions of letters к and χ [denoted: (k, x)] . First, we 
test a model which reckons with position effects only. 
Secondly, a model is examined which accounts for all 
nearest-neighbour interactions. This latter procedure 
needs many parameters and therefore has less explanatory 
value. However, close inspection of this model reveals 
superfluous parameters and admits a more efficient choice 
of the parameters. Thus, a (minimal) set of dependencies 
between letters is obtained. These results lead to the 
formation of a third and final model. This third model is 
checked upon contours (d, o, p), which reveals a striking 
difference from contours (k, x) where the influence of 
the extensions is concerned. 
The goodness of fit is expressed by means of scatter 
diagrams and correlation coefficients. Unlike the first 
and second models, the third one is only applied on cor­
rect responses. 
Incorrect responses are analysed separately with an­
other type of analysis, namely a multidimensional scaling 
program. We also aimed at deriving a similarity measure 
between confusion matrices, starting from this multidi­
mensional analysis. 
RESULTS 
The starting point for all analyses is the proportions 
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Fig. 1. Scatter diagram of empirical and predicted scores 
for (kyX) strings. Model 1: effects of letter position 
only, a) LVF r
a o r r e a t s a Q v e s = 0.67 and b) RVF 
correct scores 0.65. 
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of letters correctly responded to in a certain position 
in the string. These proportions for various retinal ec-
centricities are given in Table. 1. 
The parameters for every model are estimated from 
these data in Table 1 by column averaging dependent on 
the particular model conditions regarding the surround 
of the letter. 
Model 1: position effects only 
When independence of letter reports is assumed and on-
ly the effect of position in the string is taken into ac-
count, 6 parameters (2 letters, 3 positions) at every ec-
centricity are necessary to compute the contour scores. 
Therefore, the proportions as illustrated in Fig. 3 of 
the preceding study (half-column averages in Table 1) can 
directly be multiplied, e.g. 
P(xkx|xkx) =
 Pl(x|x).p2(k|k).p3(x|x) 
where the subscripts denote the letter positions. 
A scatter diagram of the predicted and empirical data 
is presented in Figs, la and b. Data points with scores 
smaller than 0.05 are omitted for reasons of clarity. 
Moreover, these data points are very unreliable and can 
be considered as experimental noise. 
From Fig. 1. the following can be concluded: 
1) a model with position effects only is too simple. Ap-
parently, specific interactions exist between the letters^ 
and 2) a correlation over all data will always be high 
because of the many extreme data-points in the scatter 
diagram. Therefore, it is a bad measure for the goodness 
of fit. For corrects responses only, however, it is more 
informative. 
Model 2: nearest-neighbour interaction 
In this model effects of both position and surround 
are taken into account. If the interactions are represen-
ted by arrows which act on a letter in the numbered posi-
tion, this model looks like: 
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m 
The model needs 16 parameters (2 letters, 8 different in­
teractions). The probability for a certain contour can be 
computed by multiplying the individual letter probabili­
ties, e.g. 
P(xkx|xkx) = ρ (x|xk).p (k|xkx).p (x|kx) 
X ¿i ó 
ρ, and p2 are averages over two contours in Table 1 since 
they have the same nearest neighbour. An example of an 
incorrect response: 
P(kxk|kkk) = р
х
(к|кк).p2(x|kkk).p3(k|kk) 
with p2(x|kkk) = 1 - p2(k|kkk) 
The scatter diagrams are depicted in Figs. 2a and b. The 
expected large improvement failed to materialize for the 
data in the LVF. However, this model quite nicely accounts 
for the data in the RVF. 
Figure 2 allows for the following conclusions: 
1) nearest-neighbour interaction is a more appropriate 
description for the perceptual processes in contour per­
ception. The RVF data especially fit quite well. 2) For 
correct scores only, a correlation coefficient seems a 
suitable measure for the goodness of fit. 3) Incorrect 
scores remain difficult to grasp. It is obvious that the 
correlation coefficient will be inflated because of the 
concentration of data in the lower part and the few ex­
tremes. 4) Even a good fit is not very revealing for a 16 
parameter model. 
Model 3: specific interactions 
The previous model with 16 parameters seems ample and 
uses too many different interactions in order to furnish 
a simple explanatory scheme, so we tried to reduce the 
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number of parameters and elaborated an intermediate form 
between models 1 and 2 by choosing parameters in a more 
efficient way. We concentrated on the correct responses 
only. The incorrect responses are investigated with ano­
ther type of analysis later in this chapter. 
Careful examination of Table 1 yields a number of ef­
fects which can easily be translated into rules descri­
bing the relation between stimulus and response letters. 
We assume the same perceptual processes in both visual 
half fields. Therefore, the rules of the model must be 
equal in both fields apart from the outward-to-inward 
correspondence between visual half fields (correspondence 
rule). This means an extra restriction on the parameters. 
We discuss first the visual fields separately for rea­
sons of convenience. The correspondence rule is applied 
later. In that way, the data from Table 1 are compressed 
into a (minimal) set. 
Left Visual Field. Outward letters χ and к are perceived 
almost perfectly: p¿(x|x) = p^(k|k) = 1. Middle letters χ 
can be classified in three groups influenced by the num­
ber of surrounding letters k. Inward x, i.e. χ at the na­
sal side, shows low proportions in contour xkx. For in­
ward к a clear influence of outward к can be noticed. 
Right Visual Field. Outward letters x, again, show an al­
most maximum performance: рз(х|х) - 1. This is true for к 
to a lesser degree. Middle χ has a low detection probabi­
lity in contour xxk and middle к in contour kkx. For in­
ward x, scores are almost the maximum: pi(x|x) - 1, while 
inward к in kxk does not behave uniformly for the four 
eccentricities. 
These observations together with the outward-to-inward 
correspondence between visual half fields lead to the 
formation of the following set of rules: 
1. outward letters: perfect perception of a possible ex­
tension; 
2. middle letters: a. short letter, interaction depen­
dent on the number of surrounding 
extensions (0, 1 or 2); 
b. ascender or descender, interaction 
only of an adjacent similar inward 
extension; 
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3. inward letters: a. short letter, only Interaction 
with an adjacent extension, whose 
influence is cancelled in its 
turn by another adjoining exten­
sion; 
b. ascender or descender, interaction 
with a similar extension in out­
ward position. 
The rules are posed in terms of extensions, because (1) 
detection of extensions has been shown to be reasonably 
accurate, (2) the discrimination between к and χ is neat­
ly seized in one go, and (3) generalization to other 
strings is possible. 
The inserted notion about nearest neighbour interac­
tion is quite generally accepted (Woodworth and Schlos-
berg, 1Θ54; Mackworth, 1965; Bouma, 1970) and supported 
by the calculations of model 2. Also, the nearly optimal 
performance on outward letters has been substantiated 
(Fudin and Kenny, 1972; Bouma, 1973). 
The interactions in this model 3 can be schematized 
as follows: 
1 
outward letter ¡ middle letter 
f"x"| ' u=o ->"[x"[-<- u=2 
1 + 
ι u=l 
[*k~| ¡other -»-[к]"*- к 
ι inward 
¡ xk 
ι other 
Γ " ~ " 
ι χ 
! к 
letter 
•я 
Ξ 
л· 
For this model 11 parameters have to be calculated at 
each of the 8 eccentricities. Putting these into the 
rules, contour predictions can be made. The correlation 
coefficients between the diagonals of the empirical and 
computed confusion matrices are given in Table 2. 
From a mathematical point of view it is not surprising 
that the model fits the correct responses, for there are 
still many parameters. The plausibility and insight with 
regard to the hypothesized interference effects, worded 
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in rules 1 to 3 and the generalization to all eccentrici­
ties, however, lead us to maintain the rather simple des­
cription. Further advantages concern the applicability to 
other contours and off-diagonal cells. 
Φ 
(k,x) 
-40 _3o _2o .jo + 1o + 2o + 3o + 4o 
.93 .88 .69 .92 .64 .78 .93 .83 
all data 
LVF RVF 
.90 .84 
Table 2. Correlation coefficients between empirical and 
predicted correct scores for (k,x) strings at various 
eccentricities. 
Check on (d, o3 p) strings 
The same model has been applied to strings (d, o, p). 
This amounted to 16 parameters, which had to be calcula­
ted for the eccentricities ±3°. Putting these into the 
model predicts contour scores which correlate to the em­
pirical ones: 0.75 at φ = -3° and 0.59 at φ = +3°. 
Close inspection of the proportions of letters correct­
ly responded to in a certain position for each individual 
contour can clarify the necessity or otherwise of all as­
sumptions. For the (d, o, p) data this examination re­
vealed that letters d and ρ did not experience differen­
tial influences from the surrounding letters. This is 
true for all three letter positions except the following 
5 contours: dpo - opd (LVF - RVF respectively) and dpd, 
pdp, ddp, ppd in both half fields. These contours possess 
letters which have low proportions correct (about 0.3). 
Excluding these 5 contours, the rules 2b and 3b can be 
rejected, implying that for (d, o, p) there are non-spe­
cific interference effects between extensions. This leads 
to a reduction of 4 parameters: two letters (d and p) in 
two positions (inward and middle). Substituting for let­
ters d and ρ a constant probability for a certain loca­
tion (i.e. irrespective of the surround), the computed 22 
correct contour probabilities correlate with the empiri­
cal ones as follows: 0.88 at φ = -3° and 0.67 at = +3°. 
Although five (out of 27) exceptional contours had to 
be distinguished, of which four contained a dp cluster, 
this analysis on (d, o, p) strings generally favours a 
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view of non-specific interactions between extensions. 
The surrounding extensions had comparable effects on a 
certain extension in the string independent of the spe-
cific letter, i.e. the model needs hardly any rules for 
letter-specific interactions between extensions. 
Multidimensional analysis of confusion matrices 
As stated earlier, a serious problem arose owing to 
the similarity or resemblance between entire confusion 
matrices. In the preceding sections the incorrect re-
sponses appeared difficult to grasp. Here we would like 
to present a multidimensional analysis of the confusion 
matrices which mainly reckons with the incorrect respon-
ses. 
A multidimensional analysis maps stimuli, here the 
letter strings,as points in a multidimensional space. 
The mutual distances reflect the dissimilarities between 
the strings. Because of several visual factors such as 
foveally directed interference and left-right field dif-
ferences, our confusion matrices are not symmetrical. Of 
course, these visual influences are to be maintained; we 
cannot therefore use analysis programs, which need a 
symmetric confusion matrix as input. In a CPA such as we 
used, the proximities are considered for one stimulus 
(or contour) at a time, disregarding for the moment proxi-
mities between other pairs. Combining the proximity and 
consequently the distance information relative to all 
stimulus contours should then lead to a joint space in 
which these contours are found. The proximities in this 
multidimensional space reflect the rank order of the con-
fusion and thus the extent to which the contours resemble 
one another. The CPA compares thus the responses only 
per row at a time, i.e. stimulus conditional, and assumes 
that the diagonal cell, i.e. correct score, has the 
highest value. A stress-value is a measure for the dis-
agreement between rank order of the computed and empiri-
cal proximities and should be minimized. 
The program used was MINICPAEX of Roskam (1969) and 
solutions were considered acceptable in 2 or 3 dimensions. 
All confusion matrices were analysed with this program. 
The two-dimensional solutions had low stresses, but some 
were degenerate and therefore trivial. Hence, we limited 
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Fig. 3. Two main dimensione of the three-dimensional CFA 
solution for Ck,x) strings, a) eccentricity -3° and b) 
eccentricity +3°. 
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ourselves to the more reliable three-dimensional ones. 
The CPA-solution for φ = +3° outwardly appeared a typ­
ical one. This solution was put in as trial configuration 
for the same CPA program and all confusion matrices 
were analysed again. This procedure was followed because 
of the great sensitivity of MINICPAEX to the initial 
trial configuration. The final stresses of the solutions 
after the second analysis are given in Table 3. 
Φ 
(k,x) 
(d,o,p) 
_4o -30 _2o _]o +χο + 2° +3° +40 
.160 .003 .003 .002 .005 74.1 .307 .004 
68.3 104.6 
all 
figures : 
χ 10 - 3 
Table 3. Stress of the MINICPAEX solutions for various 
confusion matrices. 
The stresses are quite low. The stress for the (k, x) 
solution at φ = +2° clearly differs from the others, for 
which we have no explanation. The stresses for the 
(d, o, p) solutions are also low in view of their 27x27 
matrix. These three-dimensional solutions were rotated to 
a common coordinate system for reasons of comparison, and 
visually realized. 
Figures 3a and b show the CPA solutions of (k, x) 
strings for eccentricities ±3°. For reasons of clarity 
and layout these are the main two dimensions of the CPA 
solutions. The third dimension only accounted for about 
0.08 explained variance in the solution. 
The various CPA solutions look very similar, which 
may be stated in words: at every eccentricity a solution 
has two extremes, viz. contours xxx and kkk.and two clus­
ters in between. Contours xkx and kxk incline to be si­
tuated near the main axis xxx-kkk. In the LVF, stimulus 
points can easily be divided in two groups of which the 
first letter is either an χ or a k, which is a simple in­
terpretation of the main dimension with about 0.6 ex­
plained variance. In the RVF, however, two main dimensions 
can be distinguished, corresponding to the initial and 
final letter. 
The CPA solutions for (d, o, p) strings can be worded: 
the extremes are contours 000, ddd and ppp, there is some 
grouping round the outward letters, but very clear sub-
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Clusters cannot be distinguished. 
Thus, these results for incorrect responses only, cor-
roborate earlier findings: 1) dominant role of outward 
letters, and 2) important contribution of the initial 
letter in the RVF. 
Similarity of confusion matrices 
We arrive now at the very question of the similarity 
of empirical or predicted confusion matrices. 
We have chosen for a correlation coefficient between 
diagonals to reflect the similarity of correct responses 
and a comparison of solutions of CPA as a measure for the 
incorrect responses. We shall describe a method which 
furnishes a figure that expresses the resemblance be-
tween final configurations of the CPA. A final configura-
tion consists of points (one for every contour) in a 
three-dimensional space. In order to compare these solu-
tions, the coordinate system of one vector is rotated to 
the other so that maximum agreement is reached. The ro-
tation used was an Orthogonal Procrustes Rotation which 
was originally developed by Schönemann (1966). The pro-
gram was supplemented and extended by Bouwhuis of the 
Institute for Perception Research. In this program the 
rotated solutions are represented as one vector in a mul-
tidimensional space (24 = 3 x 8 ) . The scalar product be-
tween the vectors, then, is used to express the resem-
blance of the solutions and, therefore, also for the con-
fusion matrices. 
Just as has been done in chapter 4, confusion matrices 
at corresponding eccentricities were compared in two 
ways: numbering the letters in a contour, (1) left-to-
right, and (2) outward-to-inward. This resulted in a dif-
ferent ordering of the points, representing the contours, 
in the final solution. Scalar products are given in 
Table 4. 
Φ 
left-to-right 
outward-to-inward 
±1° ±2° ±3° ±4° 
.83 .89 .82 .90 
.89 .84 .85 .81 
(k.x) 
±3° 
.73 
.69 
(d.o.p) 
Table 4. Scalar products between CPA solutions at cor­
responding eccentricities. Strings (k,x) and (d3o>p). 
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The results in Table 4 do not favour either ordering. 
The outward-to-inward numbering of letters which was de­
veloped to account in the first approximation for the 
foveally oriented interference is not supported by these 
results. However, for (k, x) strings a different ordering 
only implies a transposition of 4 (asymmetrical) contours. 
The vector representing a CPA solution, probably, will 
not differ much for the two orderings. In other words, 
the present method either does not adequately reflect the 
outward-to-inward numbering of letters or is not a suf­
ficiently sensitive tool to distinguish between such or­
dering hypotheses. 
One can also compare solutions within one visual half-
field between different eccentricities. The scalar pro­
ducts for solutions of adjoining eccentricities for 
(k, x) strings are quite high: 0.9 or higher. This very 
strongly supports the fact that the confusions either in 
the LVF or in the RVF are substantially the same. 
Mutilation of upward extensions and contour perception 
In the preceding study (chapter 5) an illustrative 
experiment on the role of extensions was added. The let­
ter к in that experiment with (k, x) stimuli, appeared 
in three conditions: 1) normal, 2) without upper serif, 
and 3) lacking the entire extension. Confusion matrices 
were obtained for these three conditions at two eccen­
tricities . 
To these confusion matrices a multidimensional analy­
sis has been applied as well. The mutilation introduces 
more error responses which can easily be analysed with 
the method adopted here. 
Again, the CPA program supplied solutions with low 
stresses which resembled those of the main experiment 
fairly well. 
The CPA solutions of strings (k, x) for the condition 
к without extension show most elegantly the dramatic in­
fluences of the mutilation (Figs. 4a and b). In the LVF, 
all contours with first letter χ are clustering, while 
the other contours with initial к (properly speaking: 
kappa) stand out. So once again, the initial letter of 
a contour remains a discriminative dimension. This indi­
cates that the flat side of the kappa, indeed, plays a 
part in the visual processes. 
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a) 
-ι; · · · 
-и · · • 
-гг · · · 
- Ϊ · · · · 
-»ь » · · 
-т. . · · 
-au · · · 
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ь; 
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F¿<7. 4. йл> тагп dimensions of the three-dimensional CFA 
solution for the (ktx) strings with letter к minus the 
entire extension. Notice the greater similarity between 
contours, a) eccentricity -3° and b) eccentricity +3°. 
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In the RVF, the CPA solution is somewhat more compli­
cated. Again there is more clustering than in the case 
of contours with real letters k. The stimulus points are 
closer to each other, the contours with a final χ form a 
cluster. The other contours with final kappa stand far­
ther away except contour xkk. Here too, it seems that 
the final letter, i.e. a clear χ or some blur and there­
fore a kappa, plays a part in the visual analysis. 
As-mentioned in the foregoing experiments, in the RVF 
two discriminative dimensions could be distinguished: 
the final and the initial letter. The expected influence 
of the initial letter was not clearly present for these 
mutilated contours. 
This reanalysis of the illustrative experiment shows 
the paramount influence of outward letters. This, again, 
supports the importance of rule 1 in model 3 about per­
fect perception of outward letters. 
CONCLUSIONS 
In the preceding paragraphs we ended up with a model 
(model 3) to account for the data obtained in the expe­
riments on the perception of three-letter strings. The 
notion of letter recognition probabilities was basic, im­
plying that at some level letters are products of the 
perceptual processes. The proposed rules for interactions 
between letters account for large proportions of the data 
and are in agreement with findings in the literature on 
nearest-neighbour interaction. 
The experiments with stimuli (k, x) and (d, o, p) dif­
fered in one very important respect. Whereas strings 
(k, x) needed rules for specific interactions between ex­
tensions in certain positions, strings (d, o, p) showed 
rather non-specific interaction between extensions. An 
explanation for this observation is still open to ques­
tion. The assessment of the letter cluster dp as a spe­
cial case would also be part of any such explanation. 
The method developed here for expressing the simila­
rity of confusion matrices appeared fruitful and gave 
satisfactory results. The confusions at various eccen­
tricities appeared substantially similar, supporting the 
view of a similar underlying visual process. 
Finally, the analysis of confusion matrices proposed 
here shows how mutilation of stimulus letters affects 
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the incorrect responses. This was exhibited in the illus­
trative experiment of chapter 5. Because of the mutila­
tion of letters k, the contours tend to be more uniform. 
Coupled with this, the CPA solutions incline to show one 
big cluster plus a few outstanding contours. 
Nevertheless, in the case without extensions, the sub­
jects succeed in using the remaining visual attributes. 
Because this is only true for а к in certain positions, 
these remaining attributes should be considered as global 
attributes. 
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SUMMARY 
Reading is an ability exercised almost daily without 
apparent difficulty by most people. They experience an 
automatic process and are not aware of the rather com-
plex parts of the reading process. 
In this thesis the central issue concerns the visual 
aspects of the reading process; the attributes which 
function as cues in the recognition of Dutch words are 
studied. In the experimental part the influence of glo-
bal attributes such as word length (the number of let-
ters) and contour (the envelope of a word) is investiga-
ted. 
The first chapter presents a survey of experiments 
and their interpretation by former investigators. The 
theme concerns the relationship between word recognition 
and reading. Three theories: active, passive and adap-
tive, are explained because they served as a guide for 
this study. 
The second chapter examinee how subjects perceive the 
length of various letter strings. An underestimation of 
approximately 15% exists in the parafoveal visual field. 
In the central visual field the perceived length comes 
closer to the actual stimulus length. Immediately adja-
cent to the fovea the curve of the average perceived 
length shows a dip. This is interpreted as the transi-
tion from detail-vision in the central visual field to 
form-vision in the parafoveal visual field. In the peri-
phery subjects show a tendency to estimate the length of 
the "grey stripe" as they perceive the letter string. 
The role of word length in word recognition is scru-
tenized in chapter three. Insight is acquired by compa-
rison of two types of experiment in one dimension: the 
length distributions. These experiments are: 1) length 
perception of letter strings, and 2) recognition of words. 
The incorrect responses are analysed carefully. Evidence 
is supplied to support the hypothesis that perceived 
length is suitable means of measuring the contribution 
of the attribute word length. The length distributions of 
incorrect responses to words and the length distributions 
of the number of letters responsed to in letter strings 
are nearly the same; they only differ with respect to 
their mean. Elongation and shortening of words provides 
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a method of testing the effect of the attribute word 
length. Elongation brings perceived length closer to the 
actual length, whereas shortening brings it even further 
away. This latter mutilation, then, should induce a 
drastic decrease in the correct score, as is confirmed 
by the experiments. Elongation hardly influences the per-
centage of responses correct. 
In the fourth chapter the effect of word frequency is 
examined. Hardly any influence is observed in the case 
of correct responses, whereas incorrect responses show a 
modest word frequency effect. 
The fifth chapter shows the perception proper of three-
letter permutations. The effects of eccentricity of pre-
sentation, sort of contour and the height of an extension 
on the percentages of correct and incorrect responses are 
established experimentally. The direction of an extension 
and the number of extensions are reported fairly accur-
ately. The letters in the contour farthest away from the 
fovea have the highest percentage responses correct, in-
dicating that the position of an extension is very impor-
tant. 
In chapter six we have tried to acquire a better un-
derstanding of the complex interactions between the let-
ters of a contour. Various models are applied to the da-
ta. A good fit between theory and experiment needs 
quite a number of parameters, in this manner weakening 
the model's explanatory value. We have also attempted to 
analyse a confusion matrix in total. A measure is derived 
for the similarity between two confusion matrices with ma-
thematical psychological devices. This method shows di-
rectly the influence of mutilation on contour perception. 
In the case of removal of an entire extension, the thrif-
ty remaining attributes allow for some discrimination. 
The position of these attributes is the determiner and 
they are, therefore, essentially global attributes. 
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SAMENVATTING 
Het lezen is een vermogen dat de meeste mensen vrij-
wel dagelijks en ogenschijnlijk moeiteloos benutten. 
Zij ervaren het als een automatisch verlopend proces en 
zijn zich niet bewust van de nogal gekompliceerde deel-
processen waaruit het lezen is opgebouwd. 
In dit proefschrift staan de visuele aspekten van het 
leesproces centraal en worden de kenmerken die fungeren 
als de determinerende eigenschappen ('cues') bij het her-
kennen van nederlandse woorden bestudeerd. In het expe-
rimenteel gedeelte wordt de invloed van globale kenmerken 
als woordlengte (het aantal letters) en kontoer (de om-
trek, vorm van een woord) onderzocht. 
Het eerste hoofdstuk geeft een overzicht van de expe-
rimenten en hun interpretaties van vroegere onderzoekers. 
Het thema behelst de relatie tussen woordherkenning en 
lezen. Drie theorieën: aktief, passief en adaptief worden 
uiteengezet omdat ze als leidraad dienden bij deze stu-
die. 
In het tweede hoofdstuk is nagegaan hoe Subjekten de 
lengte van verschillende soorten letterreeksen percipië-
ren. Een onderschatting van ca. 15% blijkt te bestaan 
in het parafoveale gezichtsveld. In het centrale gezichts-
veld ligt de waargenomen lengte van korte letterreeksen 
dichter bij de werkelijke lengte. Direkt naast de fovea 
vertoont de kurve van de gemiddeld waargenomen lengte een 
dip. Deze wordt geïnterpreteerd als overgang van het de-
tail-zien in het centrale gezichtsveld naar het vorm-
zien in het parafoveale gezichtsveld. In de periferie 
neigen de Subjekten namelijk tot het lengte schatten van 
de "grijze streep", zoals zij de letterreeks waarnemen. 
In het derde hoofdstuk wordt de rol van woordlengte 
in woordherkenning onder de loep genomen. Er wordt ge-
tracht inzicht te vergaren door twee typen experimenten 
te vergelijken op één dimensie: de lengteverdelingen. 
De experimenten zijn: 1) lengtewaarneming van letterreek-
sen en 2) herkenning van woorden. De niet korrekte ant-
woorden werden nauwkeurig geanalyseerd. Evidentie wordt 
aangevoerd voor de hypothese dat de waargenomen lengte 
een geschikte maat is voor de bijdrage van het kenmerk 
woordlengte. De lengteverdelingen van foute antwoorden 
bij woorden en die van gerapporteerd aantal letters bij 
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letterreeksen zijn vrijwel gelijk, ze verschillen alleen 
in hun gemiddelde. Kunstmatige verlenging en verkorting 
van woorden maakt toetsing mogelijk aangaande de rol van 
het kenmerk woordlengte. Verlenging zal de waargenomen 
lengte dichter bij de werkelijke lengte brengen, terwijl 
verkorting deze nog verder weg zal voeren. Deze laatste 
verminking zal dus een drastische daling van de korrekt 
skore moeten veroorzaken, wat experimenteel bevestigd 
wordt. Verlenging heeft vrijwel geen invloed op het per-
centage korrekte antwoorden. 
In het vierde hoofdstuk wordt het effekt van de woord-
frekwentie nagegaan. Voor korrekte antwoorden is er hoe-
genaamd geen invloed aan te wijzen. Foute antwoorden 
daarentegen, vertonen een klein woordfrekwentie-effekt. 
Het vijfde hoofdstuk laat zien hoe de kontoer van drie-
letter permutaties wordt waargenomen. De invloeden van 
excentriciteit van aanbieding, soort kontoer en de hoogte 
van een uitsteeksel op de percentages korrekte en niet 
korrekte antwoorden, zijn experimenteel vastgesteld. Het 
blijkt dat de richting van een uitsteeksel en het aantal 
uitsteeksels tamelijk nauwkeurig worden gerapporteerd. 
De letters in de kontoer die het verst van de fovea ver-
wijderd zijn, hebben het hoogste percentage korrekte ant-
woorden. Dit betekent dat de plaats van het uitsteeksel 
van groot belang is. 
In het zesde hoofdstuk wordt getracht een dieper in-
zicht te krijgen in de komplexe wisselwerkingen tussen de 
letters in een kontoer. Verschillende modellen worden ge-
toetst aan de experimentele gegevens. Voor een goede aan-
passing tussen theorie en experiment zijn vrij veel para-
meters nodig, wat de verklarende kracht van het model 
niet ten goede komt. 
Verder wordt geprobeerd een greep te krijgen op een gehe-
le verwarringsmatrix. Via mathematisch psychologische hulp-
middelen wordt een maat afgeleid voor de gelijkenis van 
twee verwarringsmatrices. Deze methode laat direkt de in-
vloed van verminking op de kontoer-waarneming zien. Bij 
algehele verwijdering van de uitsteeksels blijken de 
schaarse overblijvende kenmerken nog goed voor enige dis-
kriminatie. De plaats van deze kenmerken is bepalend en 
het zijn daarom, in wezen, globale kenmerken. 
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КРАТКИЙ ОБЗОР 
Способность людей к чтению используется большин­
ством из них каждый день и на первый взгляд ка­
жется без всяких затруднений. Они воспринимают 
это как автоматически проходящий процесс и не 
сознают, что чтение состоит из довольно сложных 
частичных процессов. 
В этой работе центральное внимание уделяется ви­
зуальной стороне чтения и изучаются отличия, ко­
торые действуют как определяющие свойства при 
опознавании голландского слова. В эксперименталь­
ной части исследуется влияние общих различий: 
как длина слова/число букв/ и контур слова/фор­
ма слова/. 
В первой главе даётся обзор экспериментов преж­
них исследователей и их интерпритаций. В этой 
теме говорится о соотношениях между опознаванием 
слова и чтением. Три изложенные теории,а именно, 
активная, пассивная и теория адаптации служат 
руководством при этом изучении. 
Во второй главе изложены наблюдения, как люди 
воспринимают длину различных видов буквенных ря­
дов. Оказывается, что недооценка, примерно,в 15% 
существует в парафовеальном поле зрения. В цен­
тральном поле зрения воспринимаемая длина корот­
ких буквенных рядов лежит ближе к истинной длине. 
Сразу же около центра кривая от средней воспри­
нимаемой длины показывает впадину.Это объясняет­
ся переходом от подробного-^видения в централь­
ном поле зрения на форму- видения в парафовеаль­
ном поле зрения. На перифериях поля зрения люди 
имеют склонность к оценке длины "серого штриха',' 
тоесть, точно также как они воспринимают буквен­
ный ряд. 
В третьей главе рассматривается роль длины слова 
в опознавании его. Для получения лучшего пред­
ставления основывались на сравнении одного раз­
мера из двух взятых различных экспериментов, а 
именно, распределение длин слов. Эксперименты 
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эти следующие: воспринимаемая длина буквенных 
рядов и опознавание слова. Неправильные ответы 
тщательно анализировались. Очевидность привела 
к предположению, что воспринимаемая длина есть 
удобный размер для дополнения различий длин слов. 
Распределение длины при неправильных ответах и 
названное число букв в буквенных рядах, прибли­
зительно , одинаково, они различаются только в сред­
нем. Искусственное удлинение или укорочение слов 
делает возможным проверку роли различия длины 
слова. Удлинение слова приводит к тому,что вос­
принимаемая длина больше соответствует действи­
тельной длине, тогда как укорочение удаляет это 
соответствие. Это последнее искажение будет вы­
зывать сильное понижение точных ответов, что до­
казано экспериментом. Удлинение слова почти не 
влияет на процент точных ответов. 
В четвёртой главе рассматривается результат от 
частоты повторяемости слова. При правильных от­
ветах это не имело никакого значения,при непра­
вильных же ответах оказывалась редкая повторяе­
мость слова. 
В пятой главе показывают как воспринимается кон­
тур трёх буквенных перестановок. Влияние отдель­
ных признаков, как контур и высота выступов,на 
процент' точных и не точных ответов доказано экс­
периментом. Оказывается, что направление одного 
выступа или числа выступов довольно точно докла­
дывается. Буквы контура,которые наидалыпе удале­
ны от центра, имеют высший процент точных отве­
тов. Это значит, что место выступов имеет боль­
шое значение. 
В шестой главе старались глубже разъяснить слож­
ное взаимодействие между буквами в контуре. Были 
опробованы различные модели на эксперименталь­
ные данные. Для лучшего соответствия между тео­
рией и экспериментом нужно иметь достаточно много 
параметров,что отрицательно отражается на истол­
ковываемое качество модели. Дальше старались по­
лучить понятие о всеобщей матрице ответов. С по­
мощью математическо-психологических средств вы­
водят масштаб для сравнения двух матриц ответов. 
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Этот метод оказывает влияние на ослабление вос-
принимания контура-видения. При общем удалении 
выступов оказалось, что редкие остаточные отли­
чия ещё достаточно влияют на какую-то различи­
мость. Место этих отличий имеет решающее значе­
ние и это есть, в сущности, общие различия. 
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Stellingen behorende bij het proefschrift van 
C.W.J. Schiepers 
16 december 1976 
1. Naar analogie van het "tip of the tongue" fenomeen be-
staat er tevens een "lid of the eye" en een "lobe of 
the ear" fenomeen. 
Brown, R. en McNeill, D. 
The tip of the tongue phenomenon. Journal 
of Verbal Learning and Verbal Behaviour 
(1966) 5, 325-337. 
2. Het voorstellen van een natuurtoonreeks van een trom-
pet met partiëlen 1, 2, 3, ..., η door staande golven 
met een golflengte 
1, 3-, 5, (2η-1)
Λ 
4 4 4 4 
is fysisch onzin. 
in: Benade, A.H. 
The physics of brasses. Scientific 
American (1973) 229 (1), 24-35. 
3. Elk juridisch handelen houdt het doen van een poli­
tieke keuze in. 
4. De Slotakkoorden van Helsinki onder de titel "Derde 
Mand" (samenwerking op menselijk en ander gebied) be­
vatten geen afspraken over onderwijs voor de Jeugd. 
Aldus zal het onderwijs, zowel in Oost als West, de­
zelfde vooroordelen blijven aankweken en een echte 
uitwisseling van kuituur blijven belemmeren. 
5. Het gestelde in artikel 16 lid 3 van de Universele 
Verklaring van de rechten van de mens, is te duidelijk 
geënt op de westerse kuituur en derhalve niet univer-
seel. 
Art. 16 (3): Het gezin is de natuurlijke 
en fundamentele groepseenheid van de 
maatschappij en heeft recht op bescher-
ming door de maatschappij en de Staat. 
6. Cilindrische koper-instrumenten zoals trompetten en 
trombones worden meestal beschouwd als de signaal in-
strumenten van een muziekgezelschap. Dit is een vol-
strekte misvatting die voorbijgaat aan de edelheid van 
deze instrumenten en aan de klankschoonheid van koper-
ensembles, zoals bijvoorbeeld bij Philip Jones' Brass 
Ensemble valt te beluisteren. 
7. De tijdelijke regeling arbeidsplaatsen (T.A.P.) eist 
een werkloosheidsduur van minimaal een half jaar. Het 
dwingende karakter van deze bepaling is in strijd met 
artikel 23 lid 1 van de Universele Verklaring van de 
rechten van de mens, dat immers beoogt de burgers te 
vrijwaren van werkloosheid. 
Art. 23 (1): Een ieder heeft recht op ar-
beid, op vrije keuze van beroep, op recht-
vaardige en gunstige arbeidsvoorwaarden 
en op bescherming tegen werkloosheid. 
8. Het is stuitend dat de verandering van geslacht, bij 
vorming van het mannelijke paranimf, wordt teweegge-
bracht door het aantrekken van een rok. 
nimf v.; paranimf' m. 
Van Dale, Groot Woordenboek der Nederland-
se Taal, Martinus Nijhoff. 
9. "Wie sjoen us Limburg is, dat wèt toch niemes". 


